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HIS000NDUCT
EXEMPLARY -rhould prove to be inspired and Wil-
liam attempted to cause mischief, oth- 1l or forces would spring t&eithe scene!which would give him pause. All the
KAISER IS NOT PLANNING FOR Seal:eh:a-he' countries view with ap-
AN ALLIANCE WITH
DENMARK.
-SUGGESTION WOULD
CAUSE POLITE
proval the increasing trustfulness
and cordiality of Anglo-French rela-
tions, since it is known that this
combination is non-aggressive, and
1• therefere is regarded as guarantee;
ing the peace of Europe.
REBUFF
MANY UNDESIRABLE
EMIGRANTS.
Emperor Made No Proposals to King
Oscar at the Crefle Meet-
ing Either.
NORWAY SEES PEACE
IN ANGLO-FRENCH DEAL
Copenhagen, August 1.—All class-
es of the , Damidt nation view with
composure the visit of Emperor Wit-
ham to King Christian at Bernitoff
Castle. The imperial guest will re-
main a few days, and will meet the
leaders of Danish politica, life. The
emperor is not expected to suggest
any startling scheme for German-
Danish action to close the Baltic
against the warships of non-Baltic
glowers or to do anything else. If
William really made arty proposal of
Otis sort he woukt be certain to be
met with a polite rebuff.
Danish rtstestnen seek to maintain
the safety of the kingdom by absolute
non-participation in external ambi-
tions, be matter where they may
originate. "Equal courtesy and "no.]
will to all and special favor, and ob-
ligations to none," is the watchword
of the nation's leaders. If there ex-
isted s diepontion to swerve from
this princielle the deflection would
scarcely take place in Germany's dis-
rection. The Danes received the
German crown Prince and Princess
cordially, and 'etce proud to do them
honor. They receive the German
sailors in a similar manner, and will
show themselves friendly and hospi-
table hosts to Emperor William. Rut
they will turn uncompromisingly
away febin any possible alliance or
ispecial understanding except with
their kinsmen on the Scandinavian
peninsula.
To pnt it mildly, the Danes feel as
comfortable with the warship: of non-
Baltic nations about their shores as
they do with the fighting fleet, of else
two great Baltic powers in Danish
waters.
NO PROPOSALS.
Tranquility of Northern Europe to Be
Undisturbed.
Stockholtn, August to King Oscar
has caused the infortnetion to be cir-
culated in Stockholm, Christiana,
and Copenhagen. :he capital of the
three Scandinavian countries, that
-Emperor William made no proposals
to him at the Gefle meeting of the
two monarch.; which involved the
least nynece to the tranquility of
Northern Europe. This general state-
ment is understood to mean that Ger-
many is not trying to draw the Scan-
dinavian countries into any plan for
cleeing the Baltic to the warships of
the world, or any arrangement that
evould wear the appearance of an en-
tangling alliance from a Scandinav-
ian point of view.
Should the Kaiser throw out any
auggeition 
-if this character it is be-
lieved that the Swedes would speedily
indicate their preference for an en-
tirely isolated position so far as thh
great powers are concerned. The
only porible alliance-% dreamed of
in the Swedish capital are alliances
which would align the Scandinavian
countries solidly against outride
schemers of every nationality. It is
believed in the highest quarters in
Sweden that the Kaiser's proceedings
in the Baltic are designed to convince
his neighbors in these waters that
German weltpolitick vdll undeviating-
ly follow peaceful lines.
NOTHING BUT CURIOSITY.
German Monarch Heartily Welcomed
to Scandnavia,
Chrietiana, Amato —Emperor
William's cruise in the Baltic at-
tracts the curiosity of Norwegians,
but nothing 'more, The brilliant
monarch of Germany is welcome to
frequent Scandinavian ports as -much
as he likes so far as Norway hall: y-
thing to say in the matter. be
sure, if His Maloney developed', dis-
turbing tendencies the sitnstion Would
change, but there is not the least 'sign
that be is inclined to do this, in te
Are Pouring Into This Country From
All Parts of Europe.
New York, August 1.—Undesirable
emigrants from all parts of Europe
are pouring into this country at an
increased rate, according to United
States Commissioner Watchorn.
About eh000 immigrants arrived dur-
ing July, against 36,000 in the same
period last year, The undesirable el-
ernent is shown by the increased
number of deportations. More than
r.000 were sent back during July, as
against 645 a year ago.
The special boards of inquiry are
working particularly hard in order to
prevent the undesirable immigrants
from landing.
Divorce Wanted.
Valeria Sandy sued R. I.. Sandy for
divorce.They married during 11492
and she claims he' abandoned her
during ;got She wants the divorce,
alimony and possession of her two
children. Nila, aged 12 years and
Haskell. aged 9 year
Scandals
•••
BEING CONSIDERED BY THE
PRESIDENT AND MR.
MOODY.
Attorney-General Visiting Chief Mag-
istrate—He Arrives Un-
expectedly.
Oyster Bay. Aug. 1.—Attorney-Gen-
eral Wm. 'H. Moody arrived here to-
day somewhat unexpectedly. He was
to have come to Oyster Ray this eve-
ning to pass the night at Sagamore
Hill, but as be came up Long Island
Sound on the dispatch boat Dolphin
he cencluded to land here rather than
eo to New York for the day. The at-
torney-general has been cruising for
a week along the North Atlantic cast
in the Dolphin. After he-was landed
the Dolphin proceeded to the New
Not* navy yard, where she will he
tilted out for the use of the Japanese
envoys. They will make the trip
(him Oyster Bay to Portsmouth. N.
IL, in the vessel.
Attorney-General Moody drove out
to Saganwire Hill. -His mission here
at thh time is to consider with the-
president the cases that have been
tinned over to the departtnent of jus-
tice from the agricultural department.
Inquiries are now being made by the
attorney-general into the scandals de-
veloped by the leak in the cotton crop
report and the case of Dr. George T.
Moore, who resigned because of his
connection with the nitro-culture com-
pany. The attorney-general expects
to go from Oyster Bay to Washing-
ton. He lay *eve tonight or he may
continue to remain at Sag-amore Hill
u nt i I tomorrow morning.
Install Tonight
NEW EAGLES LODGE WILL BE
INSTITUTED AT ELKS'
HALL 'TONIGHT.
Cairo Team, Assisted by Other Out-
side Members of Order, Will
Do thp Work.
The newly organized aerie of the
Fraternal Order of Eagles of this
city will be installed tonight at the
Ellie' ball on North Fourth street.
with *bout So member+. The Cairo,
degree team will arrive this ev-
ening to do the initiatory work of
the new lodge. They will !be assisted
by other Eagles, many of whom are
in the city for the state encampment.0Att of the latter belonging to Louis-
ville and Frankfort lodges of the
order.
Ihir. Harvey Harmon, of Prince-
ton, Ind., state deputy grand presi-
dent for that state, will arrive this
morning on the Joe Fowler front
Evansville, and will have charge of
the installation. The Cairo degree
teem of sixteen men will arrive this
evening, accompanied by misny other
members of .Giro aerie,
the new order starts off udder the
. .
most etis ities
up to the present tune as thoroughly
exemplary. Not Many
Happily, if the prophets of evil
Candidates'
ONLY LITTLE OVER TWENTY
ASPIRANTS ENTERED
RACES.
All the Old Aldermen Are Candidates
for Re-election to Old Places
in Board.
It looks as if the municipal offices
te be filled at the next November reg-
ular election are going begging as not
one-third the requisite number of
candidates entered yesterday. for the
democratic primary by posting their
rieney with Mr. Mann Clark, the city
committeeman designated as the au-
thorized party to accept the entrance
fees. Only twenty-one aspirants en-
tered, and as to whether more can
come in there is a controversy, some
c;ainvirig that the recognized party
law permits entries being made until
fifteen days before the primary, while
Chairman Berry, of the democratic
cemmetee, stated last evening that the
yesterday.
lastentry corild be made at midnight
The primary comes off August 21st
and fifteen days within that date
would mean that entries, could be
made as- late as nesst Sunday, if the
contention regarding the party law is
adhered to. 'Others contend that the
committee had the perfect rig'bt to
designate t st Might os the time limit
for all to post their micniey, and that
nobody can enter now as the books
are closed.
Up to midnight yesterday the rec-
ords proved that the following only
had entered:
For police judge—D. L. Sanders
and George Duigiud.
For councrl—Wailter Pell, Fred
Gellman- and Santee! Gott, for the
First ward; John G. Rehkopf from
Second; George Walters, Ed Nance
and Edward Gils20 from the Third;
Erne* Lackey and Chas. M. Leake
from the Fourth; George Shekon, J.
McCarthetlend Will Hummel from
the Fifth; T.! A. Jones from the Sixth.
For alderman—Dick Davii, A. W.
Grief, Hemy Orme, Wm. Krairi and
Lucien Durrett,
The only school trustees who have
entered are C. W. Morrison from the
First ward, and B. T. Davis from
the Second.
A number of other prospective can-
didates telephoned Mr. Clark to put
their names down and they would
come around with the money today,
hut the cash is what counts.
It will be seen that the reported
tickets favoring certain issues did not
materialize as everybody in general
about knows how stand those coming
out.
If the party law holds as regards
the fifteen days' limit before the pri-
mary. many more candidates will he
placed in the field between now and
Sunday
Fever Yielding
TO PROPER TREATMENT IN
NEW ORLEANS ACCORDING
TO REPORTS.
Reports From Convalescents Especial
ly Encouraging to Physicians—
Mote Troubles, Etc.
New Orleans, La, Aug. I.—Little
change characterizes the yellow fever
situation today. Of the fire new foci
mentioned in the official report of the
city board of health in the preceding
twenty-four hours, only three are
above Canal street in widely separated
districts and traceable to the original
zone of infection. Today's report of
ionealescentheoe especially encourag-
ing and it is fide-ming evident that
with careful treatment the present vis-
itation of the fever will be shorn of
many of its terrors. Reports from the
bedsides of those other than Italians
were to the effect that the disease
was steadily -yielding to treatment.
The announcement by Dr. Tabor of
a quarantine against the whole state
of losuilliana promises to again throw
traffic on the west Ode of the river
cut of joint. Umlertbe order no one
can ebter the state cite, Coining
from this "city, without frrst having
gone into a camp of detention for six
days. The effect :4o* be to prevent
practically all passenger traffic hence
trs Texas. The hope here is that Dr.
Tabor will not salt farther extend
the reserietioni so as to include
f tele*.
Monthly Sessioes,
The Commercial club has decided
to hold monthly meetings for partici-
pation of the entire membership to
y School
Workers
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
WAS WELL FILLED LAST
EVENING.
Prof. Fox and Rev. Gabuer Deliver
Fine Talks—Convention Closes
This Afternoon.
The opening mgle of the McCrack-
en County Sunday school convention
was a pleasing success as about eoo
people were at the First Christian
church last evening participating in
the order of services. The gathering
was presided over by Rev. W. R.
hourquin, of the Ev-ingelical cliurch,
who is president 4- the association,
and it was evident that console-able
interest was being taken in the meet-
mg from the outset. The program as
outlined in yesterday morning's paper
was carried out with the exception
that Prof. Ragsdale could not be
there.
A very entertaining and instructive
speech was delivered by Professor E.
A Lox, the secretary of the state
Sunday school association, who came
down from Louisville for the especial
purpose of participating in the gath-
ering. 'His talk teemed with inter-
ening remarks about Egypt, Jerusa-
lem, Rome and different points of the
Holy Land which he visited last year
while attending ehe International Sun-
day school convention which was het,'
in that distant land. He iHustrateh
his talks with about 75 stereopticor
views which plainly put before th.
entertained audience many grand an.'
historic scenes of that renowned latk.
Rev. Gebuer, of Henderson, also
made a strong talk, his remarks being
in relation to organizing Sunday
school wort( more larorigly and force-
ful. He divided Sas iddrass into three
heacks, one for the education of the
workers, the second for extension of
the work and the third regarding
evangelization .arnong the juvenile
classes. He stated that the most last-
ing impressions are made upon the
juvenile mind when between the ages
of 5 and is years, while after the age
of 21 years had been attained it was
a hard matter to get the young mind
into proper training for this religious
work.
The convention comes to a close
this afternoon, stesions being held
then and this morning also,
during which time the actual work of
the gathering will be gotten into, tlec
tem of officers hold and other mat-
ters attended to.
Today's program is as follows:
Motto: "Better schools."
9:op—Devotional Services—Rev. T.
J. Newell.
9:15—Roll call of superintendents of
county and city, all to respond with
a brief report of their school.
9."5--'-" Need of Enthusiastic Work-
ers in Sunday School"—C, C. Need-
ham.
f000--Sorne Essential Points in
Sunday School Work—Rev. John S.
Cheek.
to:30--Round Table, conducted by
Rev. T. C. Gebauer, field worker of
Kentucky Sunday school association.
11:30—Prayer and Bencdictionr—
Rev. P. H. Fields.
Afternoon.
Motto: "The Importance of Sun-
day School Work."
1:30—Devotional.
:43—Business(
2:oo--Importance of Each Sunday
School —Rev. I). C. Wright.
2:30—i mpfrrtance of Organized
M'ork—F.. A. Fox.
3:00—Grand Rally of Sunday
School Children.
3:10—Chorus of Children.
3:30—Printery Work, presented
Mrs. H. C. Overby.
4:001—Duet—Mildred and Lucyette
Soule and chorus,
4:15—Addrees to Children, by Rev.
T. C. Gebauer, state worker.
:co—Prayer and Benediction,—
Rev. W. W. Armstrong. 
•
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FRANCE INCLI146 TO
DOUBT THE KAISER.
orizing these efforts to secure advan-
tage, though differences are likely to
airse from this action, with conse-
quent protraction of negotiations.
Count von Tattenbaeh-Ashold ap-
pears to be furthering the efforts of
the German agents, which already
have resulted in securing a conces-
sion of the construction of wharves,
while strong efforts are being made
to obtain a cable concession and the
acceptance of a German loan.
Such proceedings, it is 'believed
here, do not tend to hasten a friendly
understanding, but the approaching
interview between Premier Rouvier
and Prince ,von Radolin, the German
ambassador to France, is expected to
result in the dispelling of doubt§
and the completion of a satisfactory
arrangement.
THE LOSS REACHES
ABOUT $5o,000
Packing Plant of Swift & Co., in St.
Joseph, Damaged by Fire.
St. Joseph, Mlo., August f.—Fire of
unknown origin, which started at
about t o'clock this morning, in the
beef beds of the local plant of Swift
& Co.. entirely destroyed the beef de-
partment. The entire fire departments
of the packing companies and of the
city w. called oat and after bat-
tling o the esrees for frsiii• hours,
got the lire uncles- c eoed • o
and other ilepartree- -
and 'art of the poultry di -talent
dee The 1.1.s is estimated at
$50.000 The e-rtial destruc-
r1 of the plant no wise in-
with the isriside :1 the local
!veshick. market. The • -. i cov-
Hred by insurance.
Activity of the German Commercial
Agents Not Received With Favor,
Military Wor!i
ADnfot:XE GUARD HERE PRE-
PARING FOR STATE EN-
CAMPMENT.
Fine Time Had at Eddy-vile Reunion
Yesterday—Major Sanders Now
56 Years Old.
The advance guard from the °filchl
roster of the state troops, arrived
here yesterday morning at 4 o'clock
from Frankfort, they being Inspector
General Noel Gaines, Quartermaster
General Harry G. Tandy, Paymaster
General Miott Ayres, Civil Engineer
Frank D. Rash and Surgeon General
A. T. McCormack, the latter of Bow-
ling Green. They come down to
make arrangements for the encamp-
'Cent iere of the soldiers and yester-
e day spent much time at Wallace park
• laying off the grounds and attending
On other matters Captain Rasch has
charge of laying off the grounds,
while today Major FT T. Gaines, de-
pot quartermaster, will arrive with a
detail of 31 men to put up the teets,
lay off the company and regimen/11h
streets, locate brigade headquarters
and prepare everything for the com-
ing of the soldiers. It wild not take
longer than tomorrow to get every-
thing up, as the apparatus came Mon-
day and was hauled out to the
grounds yesterday, it filling two
freight cars.
Paris, Aug. L—The activity of the
German commercial agents and offic-
ials with reference to the Moroccan
situation is causing grave doubts on
the pact of the French people as to
Germany's good faith.
Despite the decision of the two
government; Sot to interfere with
the stout gad until the international
conference, the Ge111111111 ate tiring
tuck utmost to extract commercial
concessions f n the sultan, hoping
thereby to str 'Germany's po-
,
Fine Reunion.
The meeting of Confederate vet-
erans and friends at Eddyville yes-
terday morning was one of the larg-
est gatherings. of that nature ever
held by one camp in Western Ken-
tucky. It was by the James Pierce
camp, and friends from all over this
section went up, those from here be-
ing Messrs. W. H. Patterson, Will-
iam G. Wickliffe, Robert Wilkins
and Miss May V. Patterson A fine
time was had, while the barbecue was
simply grand
Born 56 Years Ago.
Today is the fifty-sixth anniversary
of Major George Saunders, one of the
best known federal veterans of the
state, and who is the efficient and
highly esteemed deputy United States
marshal for this district. The major
has seen a useful and happy - career,
interspersed with the trying vicissi-
tudes encompassing the life of a sol-
dier who went through the civil war.
In a quiet manner the major win
celebrate the occasion with his many
friends who wish him many happy re-
turns af the event. The major says
that one thing that adds to his hap-
piness is the fact that he is one year
younger titan Gol. John K. Hendrick
and two years younger thah Judge
Reed.
Yesterday afternoon the committee
looking afted4ocating here the Meth-
odist college held a trieetiteg at the
office of Charley Wheeler, in the Fri-
ti-silty building, and discussed many
things, also reporting what they had
done tegarding otti
CONTINUE
THE WAR
NOW THE CRY IN RUSSIA, SAY
ST. PETERSBURG NEWS
REPORTS.
fEMPEROR URGED NOT
TO GIVE UP TO JAPAl
Witte's' Trip to American Declar
Only to Show Russians Peace
Is Impossible.
JAPAN PRESS SAYS
TERRITORY WILL BE Mit
St. Petersburg, August t.—
tiono in Russia are forbidden
they are officially inspired.
fact gives special significance to t
day's official publication of a petitioi, •
from IChaborovsk, Siberia, praying
that the Czar "carry the war to a
successful end and break the foe's last
foie giving up not an inch of terri-
tory and paying not a rouble of in-
demnity."
Th., petition beers upon it in the
czar's handwriting:
"I entirely share these sentiments."
The announcement that two more
corps -of Russian troops are going to
the front next week indicates the
Czar's determination since his recent
conference with Emperor William, to
carry the war to the bitter end. The
chief of the mobilization department
said today to your correspondent:
"The peace danger is over. Witte's
trip to America will only seree to
show the Russian people that the
Japanese demands render peace im-
possible"
CZAR'S WORDS STIR
UP WAR SPIRIT.
Martial Message of Emperor to Cler-
gy Has Startling Effect.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 1.—Erisperer
Nicholas' martial message to the
Orenbourg clergy, in which he ex-
pressed his determination never to
conclude a peace dishonorable to
Russia or unworthy of her greatness,
and which was gaoetted yesterday, it
reprinted in es-cry paper in Russia to-
day.
It has struck a responsive chord
in many quarters, even among Ate
friends of peace. The emperor's
words, however, by no mean's b
out the construction placed urre•
them by the jubilant war party, nor
do they at all exclude the idea of a
succeseful termination of the ap-
proaching negotiations at Portimsetit h
but they certainly strengthen the irdi-
itant spirit aroused by the tabled
version of the Sato interview--; and
the cold figures representing the sup-
posed extent of the contribution to he
demanded by Japan.
CAPTURED TERRITORY.
Japanese Journal Declares it Will
Not be Returned.
Kobe, August I.—Japanese news-
papers rejoice because of the opera-
tions of the Mikado's forces on the
Siberian mainland,
The Ashai says that Japan will not
return the captured territory for love,
and that all land seized from Russia
must be paid for by an increased in-
demnity.
WITTE'S INTERVIEW.
Read at Japanese Headquarters, But
No Comment Made.
New York, August r.—The report-
ed interview with M. Witte, the Rus-
sian peace plenipotentiary, on board
the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, pub-
lished here Monday. was read at the
headquerters of the Japanese peace
commission, but no comment or
statement was made. Minister Sato
of the commiesion, who has met all
inquiries for statements during the
visit of the ohm:mission, said that he
did not care to discuss the matter.
He said, however, that he thought N.
Witte was bested with pcwer equal(
to that of Baron Komms in the mat-
ter of negotiating a treaty of peace.
Afir. Sato did not understand what
was meant by M. VV5tte when he said
that it would have been much better
had the common basis been afreedl
upon by Jape* and Russia Wore ap-
Atr.4,0
alm•
••••
en
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Back From South
LOCAL LAWYERS RETURN
FROM TAKING BANKRUPT
DEPOSITIONS.
--
George Rock Bought Bleich Stock
and Dick Holland the Brown &
Shelton Store. #
Last evening Judge E. W. Bagby
and Atterney J. Campbell Flournoy
returned from Chattanooga. Tenn.,
while yesterday morning there return-
ed from the same place Judge James
Campbell. . They had been there to
take depositions in the bankruptcy
procee-ding pending over the steamer
Chattanooga. Mr. Flournoy having
been cksignated by Judge Walter Es-
,' -sits a special oommissioner to eake
depositions anti testimony. It will be
months yet before the business is
wound up.
Never Brought Here.
The fonr young men reported ar-
rested down in Ballard county for al-
kged robbery ef a free rural-, delivery
'man were never brought to this city
et- trial before U. S. Commissioner
Munn Gardner. Their alleged of-
' rse is of a character that can be
:ard only by the federal authorities
id Mr. Gardner states he does not
w wbat became of the men as
• were not brought here nor has
(n• notified of anything regard-
eir case except what he saw
- 4 :he "aPerS.
Jeweiry Stock.
.1. D. Sowers yesterday
! the John J. Bleich stock
mant to bankrupt 000rt
Rock bought it in
•• -s-as only one other
Jr.
S•-ate Bid In.
.:ereay n-• airrg Trustee Gus
! • of the r wn & Shelton. bank-
;,* 'y calk. $44" at public auction the
• ar and to:al stock of the Cori
". ! and bid $625 for the
-•fit a: d th 77opositicm will be re-
- rted by tht trustee to Referee E.
Baltby, of 'the bankrupt court,
this morriihg. bul Mr. Smith does not
think it will be accepted because itsis
-ntirely too low, the stock being val-
ued at $tkello. This nee-ening when he
reports the Holland laid Mr. Smith
will also turn into the court a num
bee of private sealed bids. Taylor
Fisher wa4 the only other bidder yes-
terday.
Held Elliott Over.
Henry Elliott, white, was brought
hare frcxn Farmington. Graves county.
yesterday by l)eptity U. S. Marshal
George Saunders, and arraigned. be-
fore Commissioner Armour Gardner.
who held the accused to the federal
grand jury in $am hoed on a boot-
legging charge Ile was released on
giving safety.
• ---
Boat Tied Up.
Yesterday Lawyer Arthur Martin
, for the Eaton Lumber company of
lop's, 114., filed libel proceedings in
the United States court against J. B.
Smith and others, who are owners of
the reamer Charleston that is laying
in the focal harbor. The lumber mu-
t-ern claims the boat owners owe it
over $soo for material furnished and
money advanced them. The watch-
man, Rittenhouse. was pat in charge
"lea: the steamer pending a settlement
of the matter
First Block Open
THIRD STREET BEING USED
FROM AVENUE TO
WASHINGTON.
-- -
As the Contractors Advance the City
Engineer Will Have Thorough-
fare Opened.
The tirw block of brick on Third
was completed yesterday between
Kentucky avenue and Washington
street, and the sgnare thrown open
for use of the public which gladly
availed itself 4  the thorongMare
which is smooth and in excellent can
dition.
City Engineer L. S. Washington
stated yesterday that he would have
the contractors to open Third up
Work at a time as the work progress-
', bat that a block would not he open
eekeetil every brick was laid on same.
•• UA.er this oiling Third can be mil-
ired from the avenne to Washington
now, and YAM!) the bricks are laid
from Washington to Clark this block
well be thrown open also for use. The
entire work will not be officially ac-
cepted though by the board -of works
until brick are laid from elle avenue to
Broad, and then on the latter street
to Fourth. By opening it up block at
a time the public's inennvenience is re
timed gradually until the entire sereet
-eon be used again from end ir• end.
was provided for in, the enntract
when awarded 'Br iclge 8e Son.
The work on the cot etc sidewalk
will be started as soon possible. the
contractors desiring t• get *he 'brick
street work ahead Works before
:taking to the paveint which goes
7otliy- to Adams street Beyond that
PAU the sidewalks he brick.
Coneiderable is s still along
Need The Money
CITY WILL PAY SCHOOL TAX-
ES OR BE SUED FOR THE
AMOUNT.
Mr. Morrison Will Recommend That
Expert Get Up the Account for
Collection.
Trustee C. •W. Morrison, of the
school beard, has been selected as a
committee to see • the city authoritie
regarding the schools of the town get
t•.ig a portion of the back taxes col-
lected and turned over into the public
treasury. This trustee called on Hen-
drick, Miller dr Marble and conferred
with them regarding the matter and
they informed him the board of edu-
cation was entitled to a share of the
back taxes, for which a claim will iin-
niediately be laid before the municipal
lt•gislative authorities.
Every year in fixing the rate of tax-
ation for the municipality, the city
boards add a cortain sum for the pub-
'tic schools. This- year it i4 35 cents
per $too for the schools alone, on all
taxable property here in the city. In
collecting the taxes the legislative of-
ficers would turn over to the school
board only their pro rata of the total
taxes. After the time limit for pay-
ment of taxes expires those parties
who have not paid in their sums be-
come "delinquents" and the "back
taxes" are then collected from them,
either -through the courts or the par-
ties come forward and pay the ten
per cent penalty imposed for not liqui
dating the indebtedness within the
tines prescribed by law.
Thousands of back taxes are col-
lected each year but the school board
has never gotten from serneetheir pro
rata like they get frr-m the regular
collections. The trustees for years
have been trying to get their part of
the hack taxes, but were al-w-aye in-
formed that the educational depart-
ment was not entitled to anything
from hack taxes.
Mr. Morrison stated yesterday 'that
at the next meeting of the board he
intended reoominending that there be
employed a good man at figures who
can go over the city books, ascertain
how much back taxes have been col-
lected for the five years past, and then
calculate- what portion should come
to the school board. The claim will
then be presented by the trustee,. to
the city legislative authorities and if
they refuse payment of same suit is
lc be filed to enforce the collection.
It is 'claimed that thousands of dol-
lars are due the schools, but they can
not get anything further back than
five years because the claim is out-
lawed by the time limit.
DEFERRED NEWS.
Two robbers entered the house of
Hiram Briant near Athol, Ky., and:
stealing his trunk decamped. The act
was seen by some children who gave
the alarm ands.a posse chased the
men. They took to a river with the
trunk' and swam the stream, but the
hot pursuit of the posse compelled
them to drop their swag, which was
recovered. The trunk contained sev-
eral 'hundred dollars.
The National Association of Sta-
tionary Engineers in annual conven
tinn in Louisville this week will start
a vigorous campaign to have a law
passed in Kentucky compelling all
stationary engineers to go before an
examining board and take out licenses
before being allowed to take charge
of an engine.
The wife of Percy J. Luster was
found dead in herbed in Guthrie. Ky.,
and her husband non e=at. The couple
was one of high standing and the idea
is that the husband became insane
and killed his wife and then skipped
out. No trace of Luster can he se-
cured.
Jacob W. Mount, a once prosperous
merchant of Wiiliarnstown, Ky., com-
mitted suicide in San Diego. Des-
pondency due to ill health was the
cave. Before firing the fatal shot
Mr. 'Mount placed all his property in
liii wife's name.
A Hoboken, N J., excursion party
of 2,000 was caught in a rain and wind
storm off North Yonkers Sunday
night and cane near being dashed on
some rocks. The appearance of a tug
boat which gave relief saveckthe party
from perhaps a watery grave.
The Russian council of ministers
has approved an electoral system bas-
ed on the geenral seheme of elimi-
nating so far as possible class repre-
sentation. Certain property qualifi-
cietions have been injected into the
system.
A St. Petersburg paper prints a
-.tory that there is much discontent
atrrong the Russian reservists in
Manchuria over the distress of their
farrsilies owing the the failure of the
authorities to properly provide for
them.
In Mobile Sunday a stroke of light-
ning hit a tree in a park where sev-
eral hundred people had gathered for
Abater from a rain and sixteen were
injured. A stampede vile created
among the frightened gat*ring.
. 'The army deserters showing sttch a
big increase because of the dissatis-
faction of the soldiers of their treat-
ment in camp the officers ate askinsei
the war department to make the col-
diet- life more agreeal°
Illinois Central R. R.
Niagara ,Falls-August 4th, and
train No. 104 of August 5th, round
trip $17.05, good returning for 12
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
16, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City-A.,' trains of August
3rd, round trip $21.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from' Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th.
Atlantic City-All trains of August For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
loth, round trip $2e55 in connection Renovating and Fine Repairing.
with 11. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis- We store, pack and ship furniture os
ville and on all trains leaving that short notice.
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.
Louisville, Ky.-July 3oth and 315t,
round trip $6\95, good returning until
August loth.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broaaway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Remodeling Sale.
Our increase in business has com-
pelled us to have our store enlarged.
We will offer special prices during
the months of August and September.
We quote a few specials'
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, $1.5o
grade, 75c a set.
Genuine Rogers tablespoons, $3.00
grade, $1.50 a set, 75c for 3.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
$4.00 grade, $2.75 a set.
Roger Bros. 1847 knives and forks,
$4.50 grade, $3.50 a set.
A solid gold watch, Elgin or Wal-
tham movement, $12.50.
A Seth Thomas mantel clock, 8-day,
$soo.
A gold filled 20 year guarantee case,
Elgin or Waltham movement, $11.25.
Many other bargains the price
should make you see the goods.
Engraving done free on each arti-
cle. Respectfully,
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.
J. A. Konetzka. Jeweler and Optician.
311 Broadyaw-Yellow Front.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss- of Appetite,
Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
REEN °RAY
"The Old Reliable' Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
DR. W. C. EUBAPI/LS,
HOMeOPethinj
Office 306 Broadway-Phone 120,
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone !49.
Democratic Speaking.
The city candidates ter the various
offices co be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will :peak at
following time anti place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakinrgs will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the place's and on the dales
below given;
Mkcharricsburg, corner Myers and
Farley streets, Atiguse g.
N., C. -& St. L. depot, August 9.
Union drug store, Tennessee and
Goebel avenue, August To.
Old depot, corner Eleventh and
Broadway, August It.
I. C. freight. shed, Sixth and below
Trimble, August 12.
Gellman's. corner Twelfth and Bur-
nett, August 14.
Fitte station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting placie corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, Auguet t6.
County court house, August 17.
Market house, August 18.
City hall, Atrioisie tg.
Come one, come ale, anal bring_your
friends and hear whist they have to.
ay. Every citizen k•hould be inter-
ested in the affairs _WI migliefRld
Paducah
Mattress Co.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
los to 219 South Third St
G. C. DIUGU1D,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
mg 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Cc-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room 13 and it Columbia BI'dg.
Old Phone tole
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
to, 11 and it. Cabinda
Building
Paducah. - - Kentucky
J. C. Ilearsoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER-
Rooms sill and sr& Fraternity Wig
Will praze:e•-;•• sli courts of Ky.
aad IT.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. in., t to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. in.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
4ot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
FIT. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 296 Office 353
-When in Want of,
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue.--TeL 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.-Rooms 203 and soli
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty
Phone TOL
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Buildin
L.
f: 
S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Orrerbey, Vice-Peest. Wm. Hughes,
STATEMENT
The PaducalrBanking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts
 _
Cashier.
$203,070 • 84
Cash and exchange 
 
 
 33.182 • 75
Furniture and Fixtures 
 
730.00
Bonds 1,000.00
$237.953.59
LIABILITIES.
Capital 
Deposits 
 100,000.00
 
ix5,6:0.23
Rediscounts 
 
 
12,500 00
Tax account 
 
 1,300 011
Surplus 
 
 
 
8,coo oo
834 36
Undivided preets
8237,953 59
Pti•
164
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? if you do take
It to
John 3. 13leich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
4--i-1-1-4**444-H++47++++ .+++e++4+++*++4+44*4•47
Ed COULSON,
...PLUMBING
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5., Broadway.
44.44.4.+++++++++++++4+++++
THE GLOBE BANK Si, TRUST CO
Of Padue-ftla, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $11515,o0o
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $io per year as to slim. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
Abram L. Weil de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
1•••••444444. 
GO TO
HOTEL LAIIOMARSINO
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Cashier.
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$10,000 Suit
PROVIDENT SAVING PAYS
THAT SUM TO GATLIN
CHILDREN.
In the Compromise the Insurance
Company la Relieved of the Ac-
cumulated Interest.
Yesterday morning Lawyers lien-
•drick, & Marble compromised
to a certain extent the big $t0000 suit
they filed for S. H. Dees, guardian of
Grey and George Gatlin, against, the
rrovident Saving Life Insurance corn
• 
patty. By the terms of the see•lement
the plaintiffs are to receive $10,000.
while the defendant is-relieved from
paying the $2,5oo interest. The liti-
gation was for the policy of insurance
the late William Gatlin, of Murray,
carried in the defendant company.
Mr. Gatlin was the well known
bt•nker of Murray who died during
toot. Before death he tonic otrt a
policy -in the Ptovident Saving cont.
pany for $to.000. and made his ksole
beneficiary of Grey Gatlin, his daugh-
ter. Afterwards he himself inserted
the mime of his son, George Gatlin
in "the policy as a beneficiary. without
'consulting the company. lie died
ancrThe c orporation then refused to
ray the amount ef insurance on the
ground that Gatlin had no right to
put in the name of his son George as
a beneficiary without the consent of
the company officials. Another con-
tention the company set up in it, re-
fusal to pay was that Mr. Gathn in
taking out the policy did not properly
give in his true life as regards temp-
erance and drinking habits, claiming
be drank only so much, while the corn
pany cnntends he did this to excess.
After the death of the banker S. H.
Decc was made guardian of the two
children at Murray, and for him Hen-
drick, Miller & Marble breught suit
nvainst 1,he eon-many to compel pay-
ment of the insurance policy. The
plaintiffs won in .the lower court,
while the appellate court reversed the
circuit tribunal and ordered a new
trial Rather than go through 'this,
the lawyers for both sides gee togeth-
er and agreed that the corporation
should pay the Sio.000 face of the pol-
icy and all court coats, as a compro-
mise of the litigation By this the
Preeedent Savings is relieved of pay-
ing the $2,5o0 interest on the amount
seed for. •
Judge Wire Reed, of this city. rep-
re-ented the' fe iteurance company
COMMISSION MAY SUSPEND
PANAMA WORK
--
Executive Committee Favors Let Up
aie 
nil Better Prepared for Work.
,
Paeatna, .Sug Le-The executive
- cointeittet of the Iethmian Canal coin
mission has about decided to suspend
any attempt at +train the canal un-
til better prepared for the work The
present buff-hearted sanitation will
he replaced by vigoroui- reforms.
Chief Engineer Stevens will live at
Culebra or Amon. By paying the la-
horer• in 2 regular systematic manner
i'. is believed that the present disor-
gatriraticm will he overcome.
Mr. Shorts. Governer Magoon and
Mr. Stevsns, With Colonel Gorgas.
are in cenwant executive session re-
organizing the work. No changes in
• personnel are wxpected.
-
14
•
Fever Refugees
MR. GORDON SWIFT IN THE
CITY FOR A FEW
DAYS.
After Five Days He Can Procure a
Paducah Health Certificate To
Pass Quarantine.
•••••1•1111•=10.
Mr. Gordon Swift, one of the trav-
eling representatives for the R. G.
Dun Mercantile agency out of New
Os-beans, arrived here yesterday morn-
ing to remain five days so he could
procure a health certificate establish-
ing the fact that he has not been ex-
posed to the New Orleans yellow
fever. Me. Swift travels nut the af-
fected city‘, but has not been there
since the epidemic broke out in full
form and quarantines were establish-
ed around over the country. To vie-
it the cities on his territory he would
either have to remain in the deten-
tion station outside of New Orleans
for a certain period before he eoeld
procure a health certificate, or go
to some other place and remain five
days and then get a certificate, that
number of days being required. This
being this former home he COITIe9
here to stay until the laet of this
week when he procures a certificate
from President Pendleys of the board
of health, and then returns as far as
Kenner, La., back South. From that
place be goes over his territory, and
whereese_any fity is quarantined
againet yellow fever. be can produce
his Paducah health certificate show-
ing he has- not been exposed to the
epidemic.
Mr. Swift-states that things are
quite alarming through the South-
ern states as remit of the sickness
and many thousands of refugees are
leaving for distant points to get out
of the way of the fatal disease.
For perfection arm rar;ty smoke
Elk Dream Toe cigar.
LII I LI Ullt. 2
a e l for his release Saturday evening and;
0 got it, and he will return to his Irodie
eo more ball'
ONE SOLID SORE
Covered With Scales and Scabs,
From Head to Foot—Doctors and
All Other Remedies Fail—Skin
Now Smooth and Clear.
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUT1CURA
Writing under date of Sept. 7, 1904,
Mrs. M.A..e Shaffer, of Cumberland,
Miss., says; "Some time ago I or-
dered and received your wonderful
Cuticula Remedies, which I used on
my little afflicted babe with wonder-
ful results. I had tried many other
remedies without any benefit what-
ever, and Cuticura came to the rescue
when my doctors and all other rem-
edies had failed. One doctor pro-
nounced it scrofula, the other eczema.
The little one was one solid sore, with
scales and scabs from head to foot,
when I started using Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. The result was won-
derful, and now my baby's face and
body are ;smooth and clear."
(Signed) Mrs. Mettle Shaffer.
THE DUTY OF MOTHERS
At the First Sign of Disfiguring
Humors is to Use Cuticura.
Every child born into the world
with an inherited tendency to tortur-
ing. disfiguring humors of the Skin
and Scalp, becomes an object of the
most tender solicitude, not only be-
cause of its suffering, but because of
the dreadful fear that the disfiguration
is to be lifelong and mar its future
happiness and prosperity. Hence it
becomes the duty of mothers of such
afflicted children to acquaint them-
selves with the best, the purest, and
most effective treatment available,
viz.: the Cuticura Treatment, consist-
ing of warm baths with Cuticura Soap,
and gentle anointings with Cuticura
Ointment, the great Skin Cure. Cures
made in childhood are speedy, per-
manent, and economical.
Ouser•ra 111••, Otieveest. awe Ma are mid thr...0.6111
Ye world. New l>rag • Clk.r•
rug& sa-sms sa - to Curl llialsertag Itunwrs,*
Coon Held Over
WILLIE M'CLELLAND, COLOR-
ED. WAIVED EXAMINA-
TION OF CHARGES.
There Was Continued Until Next
Saturday the Warrants Against
McGuire and Ross.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Willie McClelland, colored, was
held to the grand jury on two differ-
ent charges, one being for breaking
into the room of Hattie Hord, back
of the Boswell home on North Fifth,
and stealing four gold rinses, while
the other was for breaking into the
room ef Francis Long, and stealing
SIR. The lad is 14 years old and
waiving examination was held over in,
Iwo bond for each ca'-e.
J. W. Sullivan aas held over to
the grand jury in two cases charg-
ing him with obtaining money under
false pretences. He was then re-
leased on his own personal bond on
Saw in each charge. He is accused
of stealing !several stoves from J. P.
Ford - and selling one to V. G. Gar-
ner, one to Clem Fransiola and two
to Wm. Lawrence.
There was dismissed the breach of
the peace charge against Joe Mc-
Clure.
Satin-day was set as the day for
hearing the breach of the peace
charge against Joe McClure.
Saturday was Se as she day for
hearing the warrants' the McGuire
and Ross families got against each
other as result of a neighborhood
quarrel.
Rosa Shelton, colored, was fined
$ao for tearing the clothing off her
sweetheart. Arch Wade. as the /veldt
of a quarrel.
Frank Potta was fined $t for being
drunk.
rThe breach of the peace charge
against If. C. Illacknelli was dismiss-
ed because the Fulton railroad man
whom he beat up failed to appear and
prosecute the case.
James 'Buiger was given a contin-
uance until Friday of the case charg-
ing him with whipping his wife.
Triumph of Builders' 'Art.
The 'Spreckels building in San Fran
ci-cn, which weighs 24,000,000 pounds.
trate en dense wet sand, OP which a
solid platform of steel and artificial
stone was laid as a foundation. The
building has passed uninjured through
the test of a severe earthquake shock
No Heat Now
To elute the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
;f we do the work.
Warren & Son. 114 North Sixth
Phone 541-A.
Announced, Vla
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremiely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the followeng
special occasions:
Istonteagle, Tenn.—Monteazie Bible
Training sehooli, July 3—Aug. 15, 1905
Monteagle, Tenn.—Woman's con-
gress, Aug. 1-15, 1905.
Naehville, 'Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
institute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Miss —Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 74—
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 11-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June 16—July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Was./11-4
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,1
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St
Louis, M.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
..HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room 'Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION,
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMIMODATIGIO, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want rnur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tinti
in the city. Suits made to order.
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th acyk Sts..on SPIhonpe12387 2"
W. Mike Olive.
Benton, Ky.
Than B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
Geo. W. Oliver.
Paducah, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone Mi. Old Phone 3oa
$
CUR
:PITTSBURG
COAL
Is the cheapest ,on the
_a,
market', We :also have
theibest KentuckvilCoal
/Min Paducah. LGetlour pri-
ces before placinglyour
... order....
Pittsburg Coal Co.
The Mo6t Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.
• 
IMEN11111,111w-
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE most. COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. 0 UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. L ET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
J. WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
44 
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LIN E OF HARNESS, SADDL7S, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
+V JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS ANDSPRING-WAGONS
+V DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE. +I.'
4+ 
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO. 1
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE. .
 +7.JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
E. 11-. puRy EAR, ....4449.......4i4.4+44
'ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Brodwzy, Paducam, Ky.
New Phone 490.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4, Columbia building.
Phone roar Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Managee
GUY NANCE, Asst.
so5 South Third Street
Residence over store.
Both Phones Ito —Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
zao North Fifth. Both Phones 353.
Residence rt..' Clay. Old phone tie
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 II. M.; I to 3 p. m.: 7 to 9 p. m.
Shampooning. Bleaching. Dyeing,  
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical A
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson "'-'11••
street.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
4PADUC.AH REAL ESTA'r WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAS,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR .1:-.
41:DG. q w. w rip-A.10K 6._ evaxlese-afs.
HEATING
Hot Water - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
,,
'Another death among the men in- Truel,•••-• It•-• ."^e The 
real estate agents, has 61750,20
jined by the explosion on the Ben- I worth of city property for sale and
nington was reported Sunday, bring- thirty-five farms; also three safes.
total death list up to sixty- At the head of the class, Elks' Houses for rerlr•
Dream IOC Cigar. ,
in the
three.
S. D.A.BNEY,
--PFN T IS T—
Telephone, old, t4165. ,)
Henry Mammen, jr., the
book manufacturer, Blank Books.,
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Librari work a specialty.
Subscribe For The Register.
+AO+
Sioantboats
4411L441,
Excursions
+++++++++++++
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, coweties
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Boats leave eacb
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank L
Bresen, -ent.
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
5-to\L'es ard
FtirrzitLine.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 C13111t St. Old phone 1310
Clem Fransioli,
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATNIt PHYSICIAN ..
Phone t96. 400t/2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
•ain many etesries credited to Sato
have not only injured lion but have
dame great injusftice to the peace
movement, fdr many of the alleged re-
'marks of Sato have heenaresented
and criticised in Russia. It is fortu-
nate for the peace envoys that they
•will soon be in conference else all
hope of good wcrk by them would be
ruined by America's yellow press.
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Vaedtiesday 701 ailing, Aug. 2, 1905.
Einglind's announcement that she
is going,to send her English channel
fleet to the Baltic Sea ,for a cruise
does not sit well with Germany, and
the press of the country is freely say-
ing so. Germany was presumptious
enough to think that as Russia had
aso fleet that she would become "Mis-
tress of the Balii and was preparing
to assume this position when Eng-
land's announcement was !made. Ger-
many says Enghend has no interest in
• the Baltic and the cruising of any part
of her navy there is tacitily taken as
a menace to the interest of Germany.
England is seemingly disposed to
treat 'Germany's mu/siblings with
scorn ff not contempt, for the an-
nouncement is renewed rehtive to the
irtended cruise and it will no donbt
be made. There may be some warm-
er comments on this little maneuver
of England—for the cruise has more
in a without doubt than the world
sees at first blush --but it will pass
away after a few days of wondering
and some further remarks by Ger-
many. England will make the cruise
and Germany submit .to England's
semi
-bluff.
The announcement that Peace En-
voy Witte ia corning to the Washing-
ton conference "only as a conrier'
from the Russian government and
'without full power to make terms,
and the further announcement that
IN, the czar has issued a martial message
to hit people that he will "never con-
sent to a dithonoratde settlement of
the war," does not presage the ready
peace adjustment that the people
have been led to aniieipate_became of
the conciliatory interviews which
have been credited to the Japanese
representatives already in this coun-
try. Either the Russians are propos-
ing a game of bkiff or there will not
be the prompt settlement of the
tronblee desired by the world gen-
erally, for the Japanese while dis-
posea to hr s liberal asereictors could
be are nat going to lenaset an iota of
the advantages they have gained in
very handoamely licking their enemy.
But it is a waste of time to predict
or dread the result of the conference.
In a few days the envoys will be in
session and in a few days more it
will/ be clear what the result of their
conference i5 going to he, without
doubt.
f Sato. whin came over with Baron
Komara, the Japanese peaee plempo
terithey, is out in a denial of ninny
things attributed to him by the press.
He says he does not know the terms
of Japan for peace and that he is not
the opokesman for the party andaait
authorized to give them out .if
know them. He declares the many
someiviatt sensational statements creel
ited to him were of whale loth and
damaging, as they put hint and the
-.000.:011$1200•01$0,-
Attorney General Mayer, of New
York, has completed plans for suing
the old directors of the Equitable
Life Assurance Society in forty-nine
cases. He is going after a full show-
ing as to tha management of the so-
ciety and the disposition of the charge
and an accounting of all the moneys
to which the society is fully eretitled.
Before .Attorney General Mayer is
through with the old directory he
prorniaes to 'clear up Many question-
able transactions charged against
them and aatisfy the people as to the
condition of the Equitable. He too
may make Chief Stock Holder Ryan
ac, after Young Hyde for his money
and a part of his hide too.
There is little to surprise the pub-
lic in the announcement that work
on the Panama canal is to be check-
ed until better preparations are made
to prosecute the work. There have
been many intimations lately that
little or nothing has been done on
She canal and also that the work
cannot be prosecuted for various
reasons and this announcement bears
out all the statements heretofore in-
stantly denied when reaching 1Wash-
ington. Mien all the facts come out
about the canal the country will
doubtless have many causes to open
its eyes and then close them to think
and wonder what is next.
'What next? It is now the geolog-
ical survey of Washington which is
to be investigated. It is alleged
arming other charges of grafting that
members of the department were in-
terested in a Chicago mining journal
being largely sustained at govern-
ment expense. The president, it is
made clearer every day will make no
mistake in calling the early assem-
bling of congreasoif the government-
al departments are to be investigat-
ed, as is more than likely.
The yellow fever reports yesterday
from New Orleans were more encour-
aging. The officials claim they have
the disease better under control and
the reports of new Cases and deaths
would justify the claim Several more
days of such showing wiH bring much
relief to the sauthern part of the
country especially.
Seattle, Wa‘h., dispatches say that
this government is considering a
treaty submitted by China. It places
immigrants from each country under
the same rule and settles that immi-
grants from deither country can be-
come citizens. The treaty is not re-
troactive nor is it exclusive.
Will the senate when t meets give
Senator MitcheH, of Oregon, leave of
abaence to serve his imprisonment
sentence for defrauding the govern-
ment or will it bounce him and thus
give him the time the courts will de-
mand? The qrsestion is one of in-
terest in view of the conditions.
Preparing For Term.
Chief Deputy Will Kidd of the cir-
cuit enerkia office, is getting ready for
the September criminal term ot court,
and is being kept busy issuing bench
warrants for parties indicted but not
yet arrested. ettrnmons for attendance
of witnesse-s and ot'her papers. There
!
was a large batch of well known peo-
ple indicted at the last term of trim-
ainai court, bat the names not given
iout because the warrants had /not
been served. These documents are
now being made oat and service got-
ten with same.
Deeds Recorded.
Property lying on Kentucky ave-
nue near Eleventh street. has been
sold by J G. dlessbands to T. W. Al-
len for Stoo, and the de:eta bridged for
record with- the coanty, clerk yester-
day.
H. H. Loving transferred to Tani
Hamilton for $A6, property lying on
Elizabith. *free- • * '
W. A. Gardner sold to D. MoElya
for $400, property lying on Maseack
creek in the comity. . •
Fingers Nipped Off.
' Andrew State got his hand caught
irea machile at the basket factory in
Mechanicsburg yesterday and two
fingers were cut off.
••••
•
tO UNDER CLOUD AND WUJ.. JUSTICE YOUNG HEARD SUITALSO BE INVESTIGATED OF J. F. JONES AGAINSTBY GOVERNMENT. ELLIS DERRINGTON.
The Official Are Charged With
ing Interested in a Chicago
Mining Publication.
Be-
Washington, Aug. 1.—Officials of
the Geological Survey are now under
charges involving something more
than the proprieties in their relations
vith a private publishing enterprise,
the Mining World, which is publish-
ed at Chicago..
As stockholders in this publication
and as editors and contributors they
have exploited scientific theories and
practices adopted by them in their
capacity as government employes. It '
is now known here that this is all- I
other phase of an alleged govern-
mental wrong-doing which will Se
subjected to investigation. ' 1
It is said—though this was denied
today by Survey officials—that sur-
vey engineers became interested in
the Chicago magazine •beea,use they
wisthed to secure a meana to answer
the criticisms of them, that have ap- •
peared in other teeltnieWalournals.
E. C. Eckle, of the teokigical Sur-
vey, was a directory. ia the Mining!
World after its alleged governental
reorganization occuared, aid ke also
appeared as the editor .4 the cement
department. The '`othel;" 'directors
were David T. Day, Kirby Thomas,
E. W. Parker George Smith, Lyrnsan
A. SyIvey and J. W. Holman. naua.
of the seven directors are said to ix
officials or employes in the Geolog-1
ical survey. Doctor Day is the bead
of the division of mining and mineral
resources. Hie also was an associate
editor.
C. W. Hayes, chief of the division
of economic geology of the survey,
held a position as associate editor;
E. W. Parker, a paid employe, and
an authority on coal, was to write on.
coal in connection with W. W. Rs-
ley of Philadelphia, another paid em-
ploye; Gifford Pinchot, chief of the
forestry division of the department of
agriculture, to write on forestry, and
a long list of other persons associat-
ed with the survey, either by virtue
of being state geologists or per diem
employes.
Dissatisfaction seems to have crop-
ped out, and several officials resign-
ed from the staff of the paper, in-.
chiding PAafessor Hayes and Mr,
Eckies, Doctor Day is off on a sum-
mer trip investigating a black sand
deposit near Portland, Ore. Conse-
quently he could not be interviewed,
but at the Survey it was said today
that he was the most enthusiastic
over the akining World venture, and
that it wa, largely through his repre-
sentation that the other !scientists be-
came interested.
Director Wolcott is making come
field notes tip in Montana. He will
remain there a month and then will
proceed to Utah, where he will gath-
er more field notes. Consequently he,
too, was unavailable. Mr. -Relate is
the only one having a financial inter-
est in the paper who is in the city
at present, but he declined to discuss
the matter. He resigned last May
from the editorial staff. He stated
taday that he con:idered the matter
as official,, and that any information
should be given out by the bead nf
the department
Morning tire
BLAZE STARTED IN REAR OF
DYE WORKS ON SOUTH
THIRD STREET
Flames Leaped to Dr. Sydney Smith's
Dental Parlors and Gutted His
Quarters.
Justice Barber Has Not Yet Decided
Suit of Bud Dale Against City
Of Paducah.
Justice Jesse-Young yesterday tried
the suit of J. F.,,1ones against Ellis
Derrington, but will not render his
decision until sometime today. The
plaintiff claims the defendant owes
him $2.o5 foi-littrowed money, cigar-
ettes, etc. The defendant is a lad'
under age and probabilities are the
plaintiff cannot make the account off
him, so state some of the lawyers.
Not Yet Decided,
Justice Barbar is still looking up
law in the suit of Bud Dale against
the city of Paducah and expects
render his decision today. The judg-
ment will be of considerable import-
ance as Mr. Dale sues for value of
bedding, etc., taken from his hotel
When a guest contracted smallpox,
and carried it to the pesthouse, where
it was ruined. Many people have
lost such articles as the result of the
health regulations, and if Mr. Dale
gets a judgment probabilities are
that quite a number of paates may
put in claims against the city for
similar causes.
— --
Injunction Suit.
George Jones has gotten out in the
',circuit court an injunction against Wl
L. 'and R. A. Bower and W. M. Mil-
liken, restraining them from draining
the 800 acres of land they own, and
which property is covered with the
water of Blizzard's Pond, out in the
Clark's river section of the county.
The defendants have dug trenches to
drain the water from the pond cov-
ering their land, and Me. Jones con-
tends their excavation will flow the
water over on his property and ruin
him. He got out the injunction and
Judge Reed granted a restraining or-
der, until he can fully hear the con-
tention.
Given Up.
Chaelea Evans, the negro held to
the grand jury for petty larceny, has
been given up by his bondsman,
Harry Anderson, and locked up. He
is the hack driver to whose care was
consigned by kind-hearted citizens
the drunken man found on the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church steps
several weeks. ago. The benevolent
parties gave Evans $1 and told him
to keep 25 cents. take the unknown
to the New Richmond and give Pro-
prietor Dale the other 75 cents to let
the man sleep there until sober. Ev-
ans dumped the fellow out about
First and Broadway and kept the en-
tire dollar, but was caught
Note and Account
In the circuit court yesterday C. H.
Bidwell filed suit against W M.
Weitlauf for $227 claimed due for
merchandise furnished defendant, less
8162 'which is due on a note execut-
ed September i$th, iyoo, which was
due September 1st, taint.
Yesterday morning shortly after 7
o'clock fire started in the rear part of
the J C. DeMlert dye works on South
Third street between the Gerritson
barber shop and Brizzolara's saloon,
and before it was completely extin-
guished the blaze had caused quite a
neat little loss.
The firemen state the fire started
from gasoline in the rear of the dye
and clothes cleaning establishment,
while Proprietor DeMert says he bad
none of the dangerous /fluid about
the place. Despite this the conflagra-
tion got into the back end of the
place and caused a several hundred
doHar loss. The flame shot so high
in the air that it invaded the dental
parlors of Dr. Sydney Smith, on the
second floor of the Globe Bank dr
Trust Lonspany's building, Which runs
right beside the rear of the dye
works, the latter facing on Third, and
the bank on Broadway, aroued the
corner. The firemen quickly put out
the blaze, but mit before the dental
rooma, were about witted, at a $700
loss that was fully covered by inseir-
ance. Dr. Smith was in Prospect.
Tenn., but returned this morning on
being notified of the fine.
The bank building- A flias dentastrd
esrdyilittle, while not much loss was
oecaOonect tu the strnettere in sAsielt
is located the dye works. This /mild-
itnt is owned' by Mrs. Millie Davis.
who, carried insurance.
FLOODS AND SMALLPDX.
Valparaiso, August L—Trernen-
dogs rains have fallen recently and
the lower part of the ,City of Valpa-
Is Recovering
MR. SINGLETON HAS REMOVED
BANDAGES FROM HIS
HEAD.
Mrs. E. H. Cunningham Continues
Precariously Ill—Conditions of
Other Ailing Parties.
Col Gus Singleton is gradually re-
covering from the effect's of the op-
eration performe-d on tam at Louis
silk by the specialists for twastoidon-
orny. He has removed all the bana-
ages from his head and this is the first
cme it has not been swathed with
ckstha for many months. Apparently
the operation was a success and
cured hint.
sToil[C.
I THE FOLLOWING PRICES WILL SHOW OUR ANXIETY TO
CLOSE OUT SEVERAL LOTS OF MEI CHANDISE. WE MUST
!HAVE COUNTER ROOM AND SHELI. ROOM FOR THE DISPLAY
1OF EARLY FALL GOODS AND THEREFORE MAKE THESE CUTSFOR THAT PURPOSE,
5e
 A YARD
A LOT OF COLORED LAWNS
AT sc A YARD. THESE GOODS
HAVE BEEN ton taYsc AND SOME
sec. TO MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP
THE PRICE IS sc.
5e DRESS GINGHAMS 5e
GINGHAMS IN BOTH STAPLE
AND DRESS STYLES SUITABLE
FOR CHILDREN'S WEAR, AT ac
A YARD. THE PRICES HAVE
BEEN 71/3c and 8 1-3c.
ge COTTON SUITINGS 5e
A LOT OF COTTON SUITINGS
THAT WERE FROM 8 1-3c TO
aa%c A YARD TO GO AT Sc A
YARD. THERE IS ONLY A
SMALL LOT OF THI&
EMBROIDERY REMNANTS.
ALL SORTS OF LENGTHS
FROM A YARD TO SIX YARDS
IN BOTH EDGES AND INSER-
TIONS AND A FEW BEADING&
SOME OF IT IS CUT TO LESS
THAN ONE-HALF THE REGU-
LAR SELLING PRICE.
SHIRT WAISTS.
ONE LOT OF CHINA SILK
WA, a i Z EAR'S STYLES
—Al
ALi. 1.AW:s • •:.STS IN BOTH
WHITE AND COLORS ARE TO
BE SOLD OUT QUICKLY. SOME
ARE CUT ONE-FOURTH OFF;
OTHERS ARE ONE-HALF OFF.
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR,
THERE IS STILL A GOOD AS-
SORTMENT OF LADIES' COR-
SET COVERS THAT WE OFFER
AT GREATLY REDUCED
PRICES. SOME OF THEM ARE
MARKED AT LESS THAN HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE. THERE
ARE ALL SIZES FROM 32 TO 46.
THERE'S ALSO LEFT A FEW
SKIRTS, GOWNS AND DRAW-
ERS FOR LADIES—ALL GOING
AT THE SAME•BIG REDUCTION.
3941 MEN'S DRAWERS see
MEN'S PEPPERELL DRILL
DRAWERS WITH FLEXIBLE
WOVEN SEAMS ARE TO BE
CLOSED OUT AT scic A PAIR.
WE HAVE ALL. SUBS' IN
STOCK UP TO 50-INCH WAIST
MEASURE
4
1
•
Ii
URCULLPHOMPSON t•PY
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
BARRY & HENNEBERGER
Continues Low.
MTS. F.. H. Ciuntinaliane continues
very low with typhoid fever at 'her
home on Ninth and Ohio streets, and
although the physicians gave her up
Monday stilt she clings to life. The
doctors think this a favorable sign ae
it evidences strength.
Sharpe Improving.
Jan Sharpe, of Ledbetter, contin-
ues to improve from the wounds in-
flicted on him last week vrhcn Will
Doyle Aibt Sharpe in the shoulder on,
claiming the latter stale money from
poe.t while Doyle was sleeping
at Share's house. Doyle has not
beetc'reaught.
Mr. Baker Better.
The condition of Mr. Thomas A.
P.aker, of North Ninth, continues get
ling better. The. doctors now think
heltiii get w41+'iltio relapse occurs.
Coming on Nicely.
Judge D. I.. Sanders yesterdiy re-
ceived word from Evansville that his
son-in-law, Mr. Charles F. Jamea was
some better with his attack of appen-
dicitis. His condition continuma vary-
ing bat has never reached the stage
where the physicians deemed it ad-
sensible to resort to an operation.
raise, is tntally flooded, $rwall-png If yen rave never tried Pittabii-g
raging in severe form. ,Coal you &lit know how good it
• N.
0 BOTH PHONES
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL.
AUGUST DELIVERY.
LUMP
EGG
NUT
ALL
 811B MN Mi., PER ION
SE BALL.
TODAY
PADUCAH vs PRINCETON-
Admission--General, 25C Gra nd Stand, 35c; Box seats. 6oc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
Game Called at 3:30 p. in.
Had A Big Time
LARGE CROWD EINTERTAINED
YESTERDAY NEAR LOVE-
LACEVILLE.
Mr. Lunt: Stevens Served Friends
With Spread That Consisted of
Everything Good.
alt. Lama Stevens, the well known
tobareEd dealer and farmer of the Love
cectIlre section. entertained a large
.
en it Of friends yesterday with a
grand barbecue, and it was one of the
most crIlsiyaBle occasions ever par-
ticipated ife Ls the larder was emptied
of everything good to eat and all the
seasonable -delicacies in this line
spread for the assembled cemcourse.
The gathering was held in the grove
near his home and the unti ed bps-
pitality of. that prominent arntlerC•in
showered uPori everybody.
Dr. Holland, of the Grahamvi/le
eection, presided as inastmalter at
dinner, during which time eneeclien
were made by Col. Gus Singleton, of
this city. Me$112414. Charles Weille, Jas,
Skinner and J. B. S. Hisson. . •
Those at the barbecue were: Mrs.
M. J. Hart, J. D. Miles and wife, F.
F. C,,ohloon and wife, Mors. a 1,r.:(1, of
Cairn, Miss My Bell Far er (If Mat
tin, Tema, N. J. F:tippler;; M.- En-
glee. 'dent W. E. Smith, 'foie Gus
J. If. Bitch:tram an wife,
hen Skisner, Tiniver. Dr. Davis,
. •
•
•
J B. S. Hutson, If Bardwell,' W. E.
Black. Col. James F..aiter, E. A. Riv-
ers, Sam Weir and family, Thot.
Stahl, E. D. Miller, A. D. Dickerson,
Chas. Weille, Lynn Berahanan aral
wife, Butler Stephensan and wife, Bad
Stahl alit Ides Miss Jaicye•Smith,
Mitten Buchanan iinel wife. Ford Bill-
ingiora, .alrl.:(3/Ant• Overstreet, Joe.
Miller and wife, F. D. Fitzpatrick,
Clarence Brown, J. E. Jett, A. D.
L)r. Holland and wife. Wont
Weir and wife Pet Reeves and family,
Jim Hook and wife, Vs'. Armstrong
and wife, E. P. Overstreet and wife,
lee Stahl. 41.
"Man's greatest enemy is t'": r.!f
and thetefore his greatest tra•nall
the victory over himself. N'aa
be crushed under the chariot wit els
t,f the *orld's prasreesi f ,ou
be supreme ovef. yonr warn, wit. .mid;
down, is without hope: man, looking.
up, is on the highway to royal leader..
ship."---Rev. Columbus. ,Ptlis iGtvad«,'
son." 
'
$
AlCansas woman is suing her ham-
band for divorce because he mink" 
not pare leer corns, and another serif
man elsewhere sued her husband for
non-support, and then trid the' brut
that. she didn't %vim support—all he
wanted vrat..j,ust 'love.
4
The British pariirrnSent 4.,hot;be-
d-icaolved thie year tittles* •tIR'! :11talt-
erntnient is again defeated before pro-
rogation.
••7
• •
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A.4gAIN WELL
BUNCHED,
THE KITTY LEAGUE PENNANT
CHASERS ON THE LINE
WELL GROUPED.
CAIRO'S TADPOLES SLIP
INTO SECOND PLACE.
Yesterday for the Third Consecutive
Time Princeton's Infants De-
feat Prducah's Indians.
*gti P°Bedew, cf. 
 
3 0. 1 .2
McAiidirews, 2b.   -5 I_3
McGill, rt. 
 5 '0' 0 3
Meyer's, th. 
 4 0
Bell, 3b. 
 
5 1
NlleNantara, If.  
 3 1
Kipp, vs. 
 4 1
Downing, c. 
 
.4 1
Carnes, p. 
 4 I
Totals, 
 39
Paducah 
 
ab
ss. 
 4
McClain, If. 
 3
Bohannon, 3b. 4
Taylor, cf. 
 3
Bratic, rf. 
 4
Potts, 2h. 
 4
Lloyd, ib. 
 4
Land, c. 
 4
South, p. 
-1-..,•seseseoleoeteeleeellteteeetell.111lffe
a , for atie ettleteed Seitertjay evening and
o got it, and be will return to his bathe
3 I lin Cincinnati and play no more ball
o o this season. Gus has been playing in
o ro o O 1 hard luck ever since he joined the
o 0 cal team and for some reason or oth-
I 1 o o er he has lost the majority of his
1 2 2 0 Igameso-Vincennes Commercial. ,
O 8 2 0 If the Babes are not crippled the
2 0 1 day piatt will pitch at Paducah this
 ',week, the big gull will get "his" good
6 8 27 8 I l and plenty. Stick a pin here.--Prince-
o bh ix) a e iton Democrat. The Democrat hai.
o 4 I 'prophesied many things and is cor-
I 2 0 o o rect about as often as the sun fails to
I 2 1 2 rise. Piatt pitches today so let's see.
1 o 1 o .The local baseball management an-
o • 4 o flounce that they have signed George
/ 1 2 3 t Brady. a first-class left-hand pitcher,
o 2 13 I 1 to firish the season with the Indians.
o o o 0 Brady was with the Paducah K. I. T.3
A 1 0 • 2 o team last season. He has been with
the Jackson, Mb's., team of the Cot- I
ti 6 ton States league this season. lie
will strengthen the team greatly.-
Mt. Carmel Republican.
h e - it is a noticeable fact that players
8 1 who are not fast enough for the Kit-
6 ty are picked up by the Three I and
Central and seemingly make good.
Stilly another-proof of the Kitty's "su-
periority over the other two leagues
mentioned, Ott, catching for Bloom-
ington in the Three I, WaFs not fast
5 enough for Cairo the first year. What
would he be now? Wood was not fast
enough. he has been signed by Evans-
ville, There are several others whom
we might name over. It is dollars
to doughnuts that Paducah can win
twelve out of fifteen games with any
club in the Central or Three I league.
-Cairo Citizen.
Milan Wood, who was the favorite
of a large number of Olney fans this
season, on Tuesday signed with the
Evansville team and will pitch the
balance of the season in the Central
league. Mood left here three weeks
ago to join the Cairo team in the K.
I. T. league. In his firstt ry-out with
that team he pitched a four-hit game.
The manager of the Evanvville team
recogniezd Wood's ability and made
him a good offer for the balance of
the season. Wood secured his re-
lease front Cairo and joined the Ev-
ansvilles.-Olney Advocate.
Might do for Central, but wasn't
fast enough for the Kitty.
DIED.--July 29, two or three news-
papers and several hundred fano in
the city of Princeton, Ind., of brok-
en 'hearts, ailied and abetted in ef-
fect by twelve men in blue uniform,
each of average height, several hav-
ing red hair, and all hailing from
Pachicadi. Ky. Funeral will be con-
ducted by Assistant Secretary Farn-
baker, August 1st, with Hopkinsville
and 'Henderson as chief mourners.
Interment will take place at the local
diane to be afraid of. Cairo and Pa- cmbete'rY in Princeton. Cairo's own
chicala papers notwithstanding. The band will furnish the music.
frames played here shows the Infants Nearly all of Princeton's hits in
played as a good a fielding game the ninth were Texas leaguers over
and a better flitting game in most short where nobody could get to
instances. It was the bunching.itisr- them. The Babes certainly have a
roes that gave the games to Paaocarttnch of
 Iwirse-sh^t
 `
with them.
-Princeton Democrat. A few days
ago the Desnescrat stated Paducah hadRun-getting started in the third in-
?° ling South ,salkeri. Gilligan fouled half the Central league teams "skin-
4 to Nfieyess. Me.C6iin singled and lied.- But the Democrat changes its
South went to seennit Bohannon "meg every few days-
•tripled, scoring Soutlieend McClain. "Connt" Gus Bonne).
Taylor walked and stole. Rrshic
fanned, Potts tr,jpiloil to left; 'scoring
BM/amino and Taelor. Lboyel sin-
gled -river second and Potts scored.
1.loyd was out trying to steal.
Bell began the ninth by singling
to left. McNamara and Kipp also
I singled, filling the bags. Downing
4 hit a liner to Arabic, who miiffed and
rindsell NIgecf; ed. raCanrndes singled to Bka ft
VINCENNES' ALICES FALL
IN THE CAIRO MUD.
How They Stand.
Paducah 
 
6
Cairo 
 
6
Vincennes 
 5
Fkincetria 
Yesterday% Results.
rinccton 6, Paducah 5
'Cairo 5, Vincehdes 2.
Todayli F,cherjule.
Princeten at' Paducah
Vincennes at Can.
Tomorrows Schedule.
Vinceenea at PaducAi.
Princeton at'. Cairo
Totals,
Carnes
Innings, t
Princeton o
 
 33 5 7 26
out for cutting base.
By Innings.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9--r
00000006-6
Paducah o o s00000 o-5 7
Earned rims, Paducah 2. Three-
L. -Pet
'lbase -hits, Carnes, Potts, Bohannon.5 .545 Stolen bases, Meyers 2, Gilligan,
5 .5451Taylor. Sacrifice hits, McNamara.
6 .455 Left on bases, Princeton 8, Paducah
6 .455 4. Struck out by Carnes 7, by South
3. Bases on balls, off Carnes 3, ofl
South r. Time of game, 1:35.
Umpire-Kubitz
' A Reill-Hot Finish.
Togo's billets playing on Rojest-
vensky's water dogs could not have
been moth more spectacular or noisy
than the great tog ingovIly of the)
Infants in the, ninth tilliiillg•.of yes-
91 terday's game wieri e lediens at the4 reservation jugt this side of Wallac- ark. It was a finish. The Infants
- closed in on the Indians after they
1 had been whipped to a standstin andi
when in the '6otittiori 'desired turned
loose broadside after broadside. The
Babes handled their guns like a
trained 'Nis and when the battle yolk
over the Inidans had %tan Ativeri
withie their harracks-the elks house,
where they wt 'hold a consultation,
take a rest and renew hostilities this
r .. .afternoon.
As there had been threatened trou-
ble the day bef dvance de-
tachment of theilliallihrde was in
the grand stated to protect the um-
pire and keep down trouble. There
wasn't even a' !see made at the um-
pire.
Owing to thiess oi Perry. Gilli-
gan pliare4 short, Lloyd was. on first
gs and Brahic wow.% right field. The
change had its hod effect in a 'mall
wav. ' • . .
•
Numerous Errors Lost.
Cairo,. Ikl., Aug 1.-Whitley pitch-
ed a beautiful game for Vincennes
today and should 'have 'had a shut-
out but ten errors behind him gave
Cairo five runs and the game. The
stutwnary r h e
Vincennes 
 
2 43 to
Cairo 
 
5 2 0
'Batteries-Whitley and Matteson;
Iiane and Lemon.
BASEBALL NOTES.
Piatt pitches for Paducah today/
and Rossen for Princeton.
Is Princeton going to do Pad*ah
like Paducah did Princeton on Prince-
tons own grounds-take four games?
And the old rival, Cairo, is tied
with Paducah for first place. Glad
to see it.
What will Princeton do to Cairo?
The Cotton States league will not
blidsend, but will continue as a four-
club affair with Mobile, Meridian,
Jackson and Baton Rouge, the first
three carrying the' latter club until
the quarantine is raised.
Paducah and Princeton have figur-
ed in more extra-inning games than
, all the other clubs put together.
No, there's nothing about the In-
tow died, Gilligan to Lloyd. Me-Andrews .imfo,J to left. ecorine
".*• Downing and Carnes. MkGill struck
out. Meyer's hit to Bohannon, who
'held the hall momentarily in defining
whether re, throw to ftrst or run dawn
Sndrews between third and sec-
ond. There were two net. When
lastOyers was within four feet of the
'hag Bohannon let go tp hest. The
throw was low and Lloyd muffed. Mc-
Andrews ecoring. It is alswerit cer-
tain that he could wielr aeeistance
have pot out McAndrews or if he hint
thrown to frisit as soon as he got the
ball would have got/An Mlayeta.
The Indians went out in one, two,
three order in their half.
It was ladies' day and a large
crowd of them were out. The crowd
neenbered about 70. ,
The official snrwmary:
•
'II'
both the games won by
who pitched
Cairo, asked
The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
tose made elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnish all
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
'bort notice..
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID Inman,
LINEN MARKERS.
BRASS STENCILS.
DATER,
INK PADS.
Jr fact, anything in Rubber Stamp
accessories delivered in an heittee
notice
PADUCAH STAMP
84. STENCIL COMPANY
403% BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
BIG FIGHT IN
MARSHALL COUNTY.
Ftee-for-All Row in Which Pistols
Figured.
Mayfield. Ky.. Aug. r.-loa-t Satur-
day moist one man was stabbed and
about a dozen were engaged in a free-
for-all fight at a moonlight picnic
just across the Graves line in Marshall
county. Mrs. Nancy Owen gave a
picnic and dance., The usually large
crowd was in attendance. About •9
o'clock two boys, about eighteen
years of age, began to fight. The af-
fair was taken up by relatives and
friend's and soon several men were
engaged on each side. Beer bottles,
pistols and knives were used by the
combatants. It seemed as if every-
body who had a pistol., fired Wo-
men were terror stricken and ran
screaming for places of safety. A by-
stander said that there were about
2oo shots fired in five minutes. Al-
ttiough several were bunged up, no-
was verionely hurt save Jim
Wyatt. Wyaen had a knife stuck into
his kit sok- by Week Holland. Iwo
paktenl flesh wounds were cansetd. It
stogiet probably have revolted fatally
if the knife had not struck a rib each
tOne. Nobody had been arrested at
last report.
N11111111111110• 
Corksil or UN Copped
The Ideal Beer
BUDWEISER is the standard of quality by whichall other beers are judged.
Commanding the highest price, yet leading in
sales, proves that its superiority is recognized through-
out the world.
Sales for 1904, 130,388,320 Bottles.
•
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
st. Louis, U. S. A.
Orders Promptly Filled by
B. C. Loeblein, Mdr. Anheuser-Busch Branch, Paducah, Ky.
Professor Here
MR ALEXANDER IN CITY FOR.
A FEW DAYS EN ROUTE
SOUTH.
Prof. Sugg Convalescing From At-
tack of Typhoid Fever-Colored
Normal Closes Friday.
'Professor W. H. Alexander is in
the city but expects to leave tomor-
row for Lexington, Miss., where he
takes a position in the public schools.
He is just back from Chicago, where
he has been tending the summer
normal school of the University of
Chicago, one of the leading colleges
of the North. ilk was connected with
the local schools last year but did not
apply for his old position as he was
chosen for the Lexington place sonic
months ago. He has been attending
the college where Professor Payne i-
taking another course. There is also
there Misses Carrie Blythe and Jes-
sie Byrd, of the Paducah schools,
who leave in a few days as they took
onfy the first half of the normal term.
Miss Mary Grey Csunvivins has just
arrived at the Windy City to take the
lest half of the course. while Miss El-
lcn Willis is there for th full term,
as is Professor Payne.
The Nwtional Carbon company,_
which i, a trust, is to have a formid
able competitor. Cheaper carbons
are therefore promised.
Doing Well.
Professor W. H. Sugg, of the pub-
lic schoole, is now convale-cing from
the attack of typhoid fever that has
kept him confined for the past three
weeks at iris home on Harrison street.
He expects to be able to leave his bed
to- next werko
Last Week of Normal.
This is the last week of the colored
normal school for this city, and Fri-
day they close their four weeks' ses-
sion, during which time about fifteen
of the city anti county school instruc-
tors were in attendance.
The Santa Fe's California special
was wrecked by a broken axle at
Lamont. Ill. One passenger was
killed, four others were fatally injur-
ed and a score more were severely
hurt.
Pittsburg Coal. No slack, no slate.
no clin4cers..
C. B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE
THE NORTHWESTERN
TUAL LIFE
River Ripplings.
Stage* Yesterday.
Cairo, 23.6; falling.
Chattanooga, 3.8; standing.
Cincinnati, 10.5; failing.
Evansville, 11.5; falling.
Florence, 2.3; falling.
Johnsonville, 4.3; rising.
Louisville, 8.o; falling.
Mt. Carmel, 3.7; falling.
Nashville, 8.9; falling.
Pittsburg, 8.o; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 9.5; falling.
St. Louis, missing.
Mt. Vernon, 11.2; falling.
Paducah 11.6;
Burnside, 1.4; falling.
Carthage, 2.8; falling.
The Rees Lee went down yesterday
bound for Mktrrphis from Cincinnati.
She gets to the former place tomor-
row night and leaves there Friday on
her return this way.
The Peters Lee gets to Louisville
tomorrow, Cincinnati Friday, and
then leaves Saturday on her return
from Nfrrnp hi s
frlie Reuben Dunbar comes in from
Clarksville today and leaves right
away for Nashville.
This morning at 8 o'clock there
gets away for Cairo the steamier
Dick Fowler. She comes back to-
night about eleven.
The steamer Joe Fowler is today's
boat in the Evansville trade. Yester-
day the John S. Hopkins left there
and comes back again tomorrow.
This afternoon at 5 o'cloojc the
steamer Clyde gets out for the Tett-
nessee river. She cornes hack again
Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky cranes
of the Tennessee river
night and lays here until
afternoon.
The City of Savannah io due up to- c-itY-
day en route to the Tennessee river
from St. Louis. '11111111111111111111116. 
out
tomorrow
Saturday
FLOATER FOUND.
Negro, Who Was Evidently a Roust-
about, Found in River.
Yesterday Dave Venters, engineer
for the Paducah Veneer and Limber
company, was working on a pimp
operated down by the river for the
company, when he noticed the corpse
of a negro floating down stream The
body was pulled ashore when Coron-
er James Crow herd an inquest and
FOR
 then burled the unknown in potter's
There was nothing 0.11 lies per-
MU- on to establish his identity as he had
on onlg se jumper, overalls, and socks. •OF MILWAUKEE. The body indicated thsve it was in the
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS, water several clays.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, i99; RESIDENCE, 316.
A train on the St. Louis. Iron
Mountain and Southern railroad was
wrecked Sunday near Diaz. Ark., and
two trainmen lciVed and some twenty
passengers injured, several/ seriously.
PURE COAL
emu Our Kentucky Coal will give the most
Family Lump, well:screened lic bu.
'Large Nut 
_ 10( bu
Place your order for coal with us
United States Gas, Coal Coke Comtiany
heat, burns
indispens4bfr.
Summer
Toilet Aid.:c
No lady can dispense with
Henry's Aseptic Cream during
the summer if she wishes to
keep her complexion in good
condition.
.1. Henry's Aseptic Cream
Protects the skin from the ill
effects of exposure to sun and t
wind, makes the skin smooth
and the complexion clear. Con-
tains nothing but pure, sweet, +
beneficial ingredients. Pos-
siesses a very delicate odor.
J. U. Oehlschlaeger t
••••Druggist
Sista aid Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
. S++• 
The recollection of the quality of
our prercriptions remair:s long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
Fout Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
I.AUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1315
&lye persons Were killed and nine
others seriously injured by lightning
which struck in a crowd on the beach
at Coney Island Sunday
Bishop R. K. Hargrove is in a dy-
ing condition at his home in 
Nashvi Ide
-
up clean and makes no clinkers
Hoth phones 254.
•
Large Egg 11c `bu.
Nut 10c bu.
Office Foot of Ohio Street
tees ei
-Pm OF ANCIENT METEOR. HELPS littft HOUSEKEEPERS. 4.14111.4.1, nSICIWIAMY **ITCH tillt1.8 Taff IA
•
•
Cis
Igiborers at Williamsburg, X. 11., Vim
earth What Apo  to Bo
Old Heavenly Visitor.
What seemed to be fragmeete of a
asagnetie iron meteor, which may have
'seconded to the earth centuries ago,
Was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a uellas
Ile Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
lidreet, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die.
revery was made at a depth of 40 feet,
being necessary to remove a hill 31
lest high before the sidewalk levei was
peached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth ia
Mt. cellar excavation the men came
bpon the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. It.
patraordinary weight, however. made
them examine It more closely. and
lehen they cut into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
• solid mass of iron ore beneath a
ntrface several inches deep of hard.
mined yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
and the men came upon a perfectly
brined ape's head and also & ranee
bead. All the matter was turned over
to Frank N. Schell, the contractor,
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Schell,
6•that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago. it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow olay which sup.
enounte each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
lallo-ilavlag Deviate et Speelal Pleele
C. Be Placed on Somme et the
Warships.
The navy department is proridieg
some of the warships with • new life
raft, says • Washington epee:lel to
the New York World. It oonsists of
as elliptical copper tube somewhat
Softened, with rir-tight compare
meats, strengthened by ma. The
tube Is incased in cork, wound with
satires and made absolutely water.
tight. Attached to thLs float is e
rope netting three feet deep, from
"high is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
mes the inner side of the float srone
pingo which travel on Isehings, o
Ilhat the bottom mete 'a the propel
position, so matter wItledi aide of the
lost falls upon the water when it
le thrown overboard. It does net re
were ta be righted, %situated of
leerned &best; it Is ready for rerviot
las moment it strikes the wates
Oen are attached to the sides of the
lost to propel it when it is occupied
Itseregh persons cannot get on this
meat to sink it, end, unlike the life.
beak ti eeparthe or founder,
Mew, Mks a raft, go to piens against
*be sides of ship.
The war department Ss eoneldering
the advisability of equipping army
irensports with the same eon % of
doe I.
NAUTICAL SCH, IL AT MANILA.
- -
•aval OfIletals to Do everytbiag Pam
a sic to inorease esicsoa,e
of Cho lestitatisA
Naval officials at Manila ietead to de
everything possible for tile success of
the nautical school anthat place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard R. Townley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached fr. m that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irrer
tiler business relatiens with army sub.
sistenoe officers at salanils. Anothee
officer has been placed in charge otthe
institution.
The school offers a free education te
residents of the Philippine inlande is
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perforv. tit., duties of
masters and offIcere of merchant yew
eels. But, while the education is chief-
ly of a technietil and a professional na-
ture, the Widen,' also are given broad
sad liberal instruction in the general
wanes of mathematics, geography,
infimmar, English and history.
It Is contemplated to provide the
setnol with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruct-
Mon in navigation, seamanship, and
the general require.nenta of the pro
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
Wireless Telegraphy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Wasting
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer.
lean men of war with* system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend •he system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
Mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Ent
need to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems do
',eloped by Lloyd's agency.
Illostrieity Nem York Central.
Electricity for the New York Cos-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
en.. from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is more thee
• possiblity of the near future. It le
maid that an electric engine, in many
10 Its details enlike anything now is
service, has been perfected, and that
It will soon hav• a trial. If its sue
milt, toss is as great as Is promised. steam
knovo ism'. may pass from the Grand ' N
someweeestetion before January IN &
lied to trim
of Slinaeoota Farm Lall ,
ae‘te farm lands have I 1b,
-11 them 100 per cut_ let
• the past 'eves Tessa
it•ma of inforanatios Pertaining to
Col.inary Department-Nom•
kacelleol DI•Yee.
Aluminum is now being used 'ex*
ensively as a mate: ial for toilet arti-
:les. It bad advantages over silver
a tieing light in weight and never
sernishing, white it costs les* and ea*
oe treated in au equally artistic 111411
Ger, says Boston Buiaget.
Witti s can of deviltd ham one can
vork wonders sometimes if one has
reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have a small can of it
mil mix it through two gills of 'cream.
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, •
of consnteme in which is mie
tolved hall au .ounce or even lees
eelatine. Put thie into paper etiel
into little china molds uud set
ice for as tong a ti:ne as ueces
.ary, or longer, and untnold whet
serving.
Old notatoesi should always be
laced over the stove in cold watei
Lod new potatoes in boiling water
Oet the old netetclea Stand in ice %is.
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before teeming.
Eiecureon butter Is st rved with
p-illed-rucatan .etc._. To tooko it. put
Lwo tablespoonfuls of flesh Mittel
n a small bowl, and work into it
!horoughly with the poiot of a ell
:er knife a mixture of cayeene.
nixed it:o-b powder, minced parsley.
'eITIOLI juice end mushrsom powder
'Viten this is accomplished, set it oc
.he ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
,nto tiainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made to
ipreading thin ovals o: bread with
tqual parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
:hopped olives sod a little mayon
aaise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the atone spirally, as one peels
in being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
need in dottehreits and fried drop
:akes, causing the dough to burst out
very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
tough nuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pew-
ter makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
bays the but results. either put the
-biscuit into an ev,,i of moderate
rather than Intense lest, that they
may have time to rise before a brown
areot le funned, or let them stand
Ma minute, to rise, sad then pat
them into a ot eves.
Creamed ch,oken or creamed sweet.
breads may tabs the plata of creamed
aysters, ar are really more whole-
Some end woes easily procured. Par- ,
boll the ivestbreads and pick them
apart; Co pat allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fine.
Stir thee, into a pint of cream sauces
Where eeicken is used, to each three
ipounds f chicken that has been most
eareful belie I and eat into dice al-
low a • n Of mushrooms and a pint
if crea... sauce.
FASH'UNABLE FEnININITY.
- ---
uttrii,eal• • Ireatnrer. mt al•t• and
Dews • tor up.' user Wapar-•
A upon et I. .ouneas.
Apropos of ere:vele it may' not be
amiss to hint 'Oat return of the
pannier oversi..rt is persistently
threatened, sap. a fashien authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft. Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
ioundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
('hey are either shot with white or
Save an Irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are in red and
Mack.
There is a new China silk which I.
listingulehed by perpendicular line.
af open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
Jeep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
lace threaded with narrow velvet rib
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of reifies
Quite a numbs; fly the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
so the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jabot and concealing the fas
teeing of the bodice.
Kee, tb• blether Toning and Nappy
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's 'wean
face when we lay cooing in her arms
slid she was the happiest of women in
oonsiquence. Is It not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
g.-own? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
dbl. misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn "oboe econsidero
Sons into foolish sidicnie. What I
tnetin is that many matters
would be Improved if • sense of hunter
abed its light upon hem' and this can
beet be s000mplish 4 by girls.---111•Mit
asap% WWI SOSO alum&
-J-IINGLE "I N FALL" I
IN A CO
 
less 
tihrloan'T la soustahgeornothyrnere sotisalands..
mend a rural section which the people ia
etie towns designated as the "jungle," a tau
of 'contumely banded down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by impassable roads and covered with dense
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon con-
veyed the family to *hooch on Suadaia when
the people on the prairie rode In "spring
wagons" or owned buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is stIll
frequently seen, the square log house with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the side.
TIM lights streaming through the one small
wiadow snowed such decorations on the
galls as • shotgun and rifle, the horn pow
di.' flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
of the hunt, while on winter•eveniuse tits
glewing firelight from the cavernous fire
threw shadows in and out among the
rie:It7ons of oeions, • dried pumpkin, sad
suspendeVrom the rafters.
The hous7 in which Wester Lane was born
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
et the "jungle." Here she grew to womms
hood with CM wider experience with the old.
tide world than the weekday walk to the
*serest village, and an annual journeo :es tke
sounty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the
of six, when she muet trudgo each 'day fee
le miles to the district school. But school
dais in the "jungle" were soon over; the boys
getting the most of the "schoolin' " became
the girls married and had no use for it.
there were no bachelor maids in the "jan-
gle." Marriage was a certainty about which
there could be no doubt.
Hestcx Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" csi:ed • "good, smart girl," it
was expected she would make • good match
If the Lane home was more pictures's'
than some of its neighbors it wee imam
Hester's hand trained the morning glory
vines over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holm
hocks and prieceas feathers_ Tin pane
and pails she.. nowhere else with such
brightness and luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Beside'
Hewer had pieced more patchwork quilts
en the long winter evenings th-so any tithes
girl in the "jungle," where a feather bed
and bedd.ng and a cow was the dowry everp
bride was expected to bring to hoe hue
bend.
Hester had het choice betwees Squire
Bledsoe'. au WiLiam and "Jim" Gilliam
vhom father vas the big land owner is
the "juries" and could set off ten acme
for the young people to start out with. Be
int prudent-minded young woman, Hen
ter took "Jim" and the wedding day was
set for Octorber.
Squire Bledsoe, who had "tied the knot"
la every marriage ceremony whish led
taken place in the "jangles for • dusk
e riated, and supplansated the
wit'i suck solemn advice as he deerearg
secessary for the young people to take. A
wedding in the "jungle' wee • Wet Otte,
the real celebration being the on the
fellewing day, when the zuzh husband teeth
hi, bride to his father's
nee and Hester looked as she
set beside -11.17:1 the frost wet of the
sow wages hi her "Weir" tress of "sky
blue delaine," trimmed crick white law is
the ruffles, and her last semon's Mt re.
denrated with fresh ribbon bows. This
geriSte sale of eggs and butter above the
sway eeetiame mormented the savings
Justly groceries for many weeks. It was
'handmade," too, a swing machine see
lee Mint one of the laixuries a the LASS.
Early as they tre, the "%fair" ea.-a
were arriving bef re them. The chairs
were arranged is senuclitle around the
mom. and "Jim" and Hester eat doers
Beat the otsaa doer. The eotapsay, the
elgar MILLASTII first, earns forward ens
.s, and shook them by the hand and
heed Iasi]. congratulation*, There was
enty is. phrase in which tho good wishes
meld eostreyed. "I wish you much toy,'
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, end see
dares again. Thies them was sasses in t.14
NOM. the guests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their eta.
berrammeat by occasional whimpers te seek
ether.
When the jute and witty sarialps +WI
"aliened the festivities of the "Jungle"
were exhausted some of the elder folk,'
gee renainacouling ei former wedding toe
emblem
"It's curlew how the world does change,"
mid Uncle "jimmy" Taylor. Ile sad his
wife, "stunt Laura," ware the pioneers
el the ltuagle." "You young foNs wbe
get sumo! and start out le the world
aovadays don't know what hard times are.
You've lumber to floor your homes with
and a cook stove, and you can buy lads
and chairs and table already made.
so BD years ago, when Laura and
pet hitched.
"laws lived at old Kaskaskia. Hs
father had wow over ou to the Illinois aids
from Kentucky, and I, being a roving chap
sad tired of Teeneesee hills, tumid up then
line day and went to work tor lifM. Seed.
lag was all dente by hind in those den, end
Lattra helped in the corn planting. We fell
la love and were married. One day aftes
that I took Laura up behind me on • bores,
and with all our worldly goods tied in a
bundle we started out to meek our to
In • new country. We never Moppeda
we reached the "Innele," and took up
piece of land and built a cabin. I made aa
the furniture with my own hands, and
esolued on the coals is the fireplace. LIM
le go te fit- Louts for almoet everything
In those days, and Laura staid alms in *
wildernies, but the Triclians ware goes, and
there wasn't seriiing more dangerous ia
the woods titan varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't bays 'infer' dinners 14
those days," said 'Jim's' father. We had
turkey and Teatime, which we shot in the
wood* sod for cake and pie we had good
Sum n pone' baked In the coals on the hearth.
'Jim's' mother didn't have • tors-bottgli
wedding dress like Restar here, bet
Unsay troolsery she wom berated and
the wool for It, too. There wasn't no
hats in them dam the girl was proud wits
meld get • bit of calico to make • senbese
as0"
There would have bees mere elsaries of the
geed old dam when eimplicity reigned at
wedding feasts, but the men must beery
sway foe the "house-miming," and Wore
lks sag went down the logs. "Jim" had
mutely hewn and piled es a pretty Ay
as the ten same were In their plea% sod
t new home was reedy in the "tunstita
Lathe evening "Bill" Bledsoe. t
Mather. to show that he aitarialtal sobrought his Addle tad there wee a
Sum In the err house, • "Iseese-warne
iag " end the wedding festivities were nee.
Jim" and Hester still Bee In the
"wattle.' but the lilt!. kola* bait Wu,
se added to it, and • net picket fuse
sad weil-keett orchard tad (anima .4
he •1=0/,' Into a progreseivess=
the prosperity tvIldah tetra
mesity and she •Oefeir'• end lid
will woe be weir=
=1 Id 10.111101Ind
Guestions Suggested by the Pets
liar Habas of Raccoons.
gainless. AI a Southern Obse-•^4. es
Ike Wayc et the Seemingly ...-
tonic...tit 11.Ittie Dentaene
id the Woods,
"mammal psychology is to be studied
I see, in Paris," said an observant
eitizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times
-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take th•
subject up in a systematic way. That
Is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
toubt be productive of much Interest-
ing data. Heretofore what scicatista
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, 41.01 it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
neyond the pm-eily efperimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex.
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
,vhich would place animal psychology
among the so-called exact sciences.
nut it has occurred to me that a busy,
bustling center of population, where
sae may find so much that is artinetai.
so much that is out of harniouy with
.he natural order of things, would
not be the place to prosecute in at.
utelligent and satisfactory way a
tinily of this Interesting subject
turrountlings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better opium
!miltv for the observance of mental
groci,,us in the lower order of life,
although. of course, inutch may be
!earned by the method which has beep
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern pert of the United
itates these scientists might find much
ista that would give them a more
lea.i.te clew to the reasoning isteth-
sets of animals of the lower order.
filet little trick of the•oppossum, foe
astance, when he feigns death, show,
sit element of shrewdness which one
.arely finds in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Xhy is it that he will leap up on one
.ide of a tree and then jump as far as
le can from the other side? It is a
.rick. He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him Ly making him be.
leve be is up the trees The 'coon has
oractiecal this gaunt for au Meg thiat
me well trained dog will ever bowl up
I tree until he has circled around I.
• 
 tutors to see if the grime has
tot resealed to the usual tea keetwlieve•
'Wily is it thas a o son, when the
nrvie is falling ender the effect of the
minter's am will scamper dows e
runk the tree titeard the stuitm7
Re has two reasons for tieing it. lo
-he first Waite. unless the Meg knows
us business. be will men out in the
hrectine of the falling trea..believing
the faille will scamper $1 i from the
eta . the /amend View, he reasons
that It ts safer for 'body and limb
in either evect is reasetting about
be thing. It Is a psychological proo
•sa. los,aataa hate been reported
et where 'coons would
'sap from the top of falling trees
memingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained does- who woe:c1
tang •round the stump until thee
sisuld scamper down the trunk of the
owe. Hut the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make.-
foneitided the observant_ citizen, "is
:bat 'he woods arttified with tics',
evidence,' which might glee the met-
lutists a clew to the reasoning meth.
ads of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Sesmosal Clhange• on tato C•ielli• as
°stint-fa Besets sad Birds
Quickly Occur,
A polar bear would not eat'. •
thence in stalking seals if it were
af • darker color. The only bireli
spot about it is the tip of its DOoe
(he sailors who first landed on •ari
ma unknown arctic ahores sod bass
stated that the bears -et, • •• tike
them for seals, and begin to emit
then3 at • considerable diefance, tying
'Iowa fist on tneir bellies in the at
Mode in which the well-known Mier
teigrophlit Mr. Gambier Bolton' show.
the old polar bear at the rnu
wriggling slung in that position mute
they came to an it- banimock, whes
they would get te oeer over to see
if the "seals" wet* alarmed, end
wriggle on •gain. The .sailors added
'hat they could always see the
,ose when the bear got up near, •niti
'awed that the bear put hie paw $/%•$,
its muzzle to hide it. The arctte
'flees, the "blue" be, the ptarmigan,
-yper and et mine all undergo the sea-
sonal change to white by en identical
irocees, says the Iaandon Speetsent.
rite hair or feathers, as the eane
night be, lose color arid terra whits
ay 'bat may almost be described ae
in inst•ntaaeous process. I. the
'ores and birds the white comes is
)atches; but the speed of the color
thaar is remarkable. Theme are
natty stories of nenple whose hair
las turned white ',flan shock "in a
tingle night." Jut ,eeg by the birds
Ind foxes, those storms mu.se.he true
'in one ever sees the process of fad
ng going an. Tbe feather or eateh
if fur which was brown or lin.' sy
(ray suddenly whitens. Yet no oes
las aetwally seen the color going.
Me explanation usoaly given is that
t takes place by night. There seems
to "half way" tint tetween the white
tad the original oolor.
tat Out et the Rata.
The rather-I air se glad John yea
'Warted. to *engross.
The Mother-Yes It's a great wee
dot, He has tried se sway ways .1
swain/ a ;Moe Silledle-Oeinin
.11•1111. 
I iltatruhae reelects, That Is India/MS
La by Nome Yea ii People la
Penn•yisenta.
, At Shamokin. Ps., some queer our
wins have survived the march of pror
rests among the Poles and Russian..
)no of theme oboorvan.ces is "'twitch-
Mg day." It is • favorite day foe
osahful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the 'mites of the community,
boys an eastern exchemige.
_For days the man has been in train.
Lag for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
are wooing &lumber. Finally the
morning of "switahlIng day" arrives.
The man sees before hisuall the maid-
en, of his village. He may take his
pick. All he must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice-the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she is
fleeter of foot than he and escapes
she is free, If the man be beloved d
his quarry she seldom get. away,
though his host are elad in leaden
shoes.
"Switching day" at Shamokin is
Easter Sunday, when all the lade and
Lasses of the country round about
rather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run is
accepted as • token that she Is DOI
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start is accepted as a proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry hat must provide-for her
all the days of hie future life.
Pathetic indeed wee the illustrstios
of this fact in-the cue of Busse Man-
bok. who was by all odds the ban&
somest girl in the Russian eelontse
for many miles about. She was ball
and slender and her eyes were azure
blue. ffhe wee crowned with gold..
heir, which Frew in dainty ringlets
obese epos her heed. Miss Manbak
had more suitors then she eoald
(rept, and she was vary envy. Fleet of
toot, the maid had, sines arriving at
a marriageable age, peened one
"switching day" in safety without the
giving of her promise.
Mine Manbok untli aeon on the re
sent festival (emission had succeeded
In outdistancing all her pursuers.
Many were the race, ahe had run, but
sever had a switch or a pith of water
come within reaching distance of her
petite form. It was then that Andrew
Koltitutky, a shrewd young man, vette
had purposely waited until Miss Man-
bob had become fatigued• gave chase.
Of darted the maid, and after bee
*pod the pursuer.
Down the railroad track they
sashed all unheedlng. So ensued
were both contestanta-the man ma-
tting for a wife, th• girl for liberty-
that the approach of a train was un-
latticed. The engine tooted shrilly
and at its blest Miss Manbok. at'
righted, stumbled and tea upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cut off
below the knees, but tit re say
she will live. And Kqbin.aky. regard-
less of her being a cripple, ti•otwoo
that he will keep ... 'rP'So. Soo Irsd
her just as ems to
leave the nurse's care,
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Vette. eel lutorectiag Di meanly
•mosig Young rein• In Chi-
neva lessolea,
Trod W. Carey has recently hem
traveling through an almost unknown
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
Die between China propel mid Burnish-
la the aeoount of hie journey, which
I. recently reed before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the Gomm
try, though his opinion of the men is
not so flattering, says the New York
likue
La their facie and figure, he moo,
these Shane resemble the Japaresse,
and 'the women are, to say thy least
just as unconventional and fascinating
There the resemblance ends. The men
are lazy, good-for-nothing folios. a. whe
never work unlese they aro abisoltitely
'bilged to do so. The women toll dur-
ing the summer in the Hoe fielda and
spend their time when at torn. is
weaving sloth sad in bousehoM do'
ties. They weer a very pretty coo
tume, including a long white pateti-
smo which is much move beeomMg
than th• ugly mituthapen trouser* of
the Chinese worn.
Mr. Carey tieerrils.e a diversion of
tbe young people which very much bi-
Wrested him. As he pawed throne"
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed bona
which they call lo,e belle, and noway
times he was pelted with theme love
missiles, lie says they were of enures
sot intended is ooevey any messages
to hlm, but at the festivities whiel
take place darts.' New 'Year's the..
wilered belie have a very important
past to play Os these occasions seeb
La; eonld be more signifieent to •
young man, for she is very careful ta
throw it only to the partioular young
niari whom she would ltha to marry
Thus she expressos her preferesce for
one or smother of the swains- If the
young man catches the ball, the feet
Ii a aura indication that be wishes
ta wed the girl, and the eserseemeut
might as well be announced at ones.
But if he missals the ball, the fact in-
dicates that he dose not reciprocate
Ike &thirties the maiden desires to
rive him, sad she must Mid a lover
elsewhere. At all other times the gesso
In simply • TP04Je of flirtation, water
lb* emblem or man who falls to eats he
llthe ba moat pay a *wish to
throw en
fHlistal curia
The queen's footmen weer wig,
which hew eight rows of eerie, where
10 thoweeof the. prince of Wales are al
bowed (wen rows, end thee* of ther
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Be Well Developed La soma
at Them.
---
A number of authentic anecdotes
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge iii very well de-
veloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
have long memories e et they are
subjected to treatmeio Limit nets
their feelings. Capt. dhipps, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he bad
given an elephant • sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain hod almost, forgotten the inci-
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him; but the
elephant, retoguizing the practical
joker, suddenly absorbed • quantity
of dirty water from a puddle nrar-by
and diffused it over the otlicer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephaiitot ut the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
in great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a very
large and strong elephant seized th•
pail and drank the water. The smaller
elephant, conscious of his inferioe
strength, showed no resentrucnt bet
bided his time. One day he ssi, his
enemy standing broadside by a well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the side
and tumhled him over Into the well.
An. Indian missionary tells of an in.
discreet person whom he saw teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with let.
Ince salad which no elephant has an3
use for. The animal was rather sloe
La anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whirs. he suddenly seised the men's hat
from his head, tore it into obi edit and
Bung the fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
• British sags:toe told, (midis
yr% of • milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, o• be
was a fighter and never missed •
ammoe to mix up in a row. Most of
the does in the neighborhood bore
sears as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them Lend.: match
him in a fight. The idea finally on
mitred to them, however, that there
I. strength in U. and so one simhe
about a doses of them went to tem
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next moreing that his
dog was nearly deed from the wouiele
Inflicted. When be recovered from the
scrimmage he was a.chaneed dog. ha'
'oat wholly lost .his taste for fighting.
riiroAedrew Smith, a too!ogist. told
Darwin that one day be saw • tame
baboon in South Africa bespatter what
mud as officer, who. all spick and spas.
was on his way to pasede. The office.
bad feseptently erased the anima'.
which took this effective means of re-
venoe Parrots alao are among tim
•nimals that do sot soots torrrt Per.
eon, who tree. or maitre, tb..nu
They usioally find some we:
 
to gtvEr
tome dr pi•imant tilt,•••••••••‘ to $ hnio• J.
who are unk,nd to them.
STAR4 : 'MAD&
A masee. ell *be Opinion,/ 1, Oft • •
Be Ivtaee• *a Y.{ hibitioy In
I... Lessner Ikzenoltilonii
Then i• to ae a •tioa a ad lest hem
exponitien in Kotiiton, whisk confine
ors to he the eblef noisket few lei...to
and shoes in the United 'mimes end
one feature of it is to he a rept, use
lion of the ortriniej ithn• flibev./t,. Is
the United Smelts5 eay• the Neve V eft
Sem.
For many year-, Omr the ewers-
taint of the American enlace*s a. ise
tempt was macre to m.otteiwure
boots sod shoes for tom users..., foot-
wear being Imported Ismen Reitised
cud rrnuee. This wee a pert...1 at
haad-niede shoes eacio..tiely. 4,0
bowies large enough Ni haw. a 'omit-
shoemaker. he supplied all tee need*
of the inheibitasta in twain. not
Lexica enoraoh In so.•ato
 a vinare cob.
Her a trn•eline shoemaker mi• Tel• frem
peso* to pose*, stopping • itav n- *
nye•k at each.
So far as its irsews, the first ee
°set ory is Msees.onlieetra we. so.,
eted in Meyers. not Ow Prom the
historic bill1114. itt which Gen Pner••
of revolutionary flame. wee mem •
early MS various vhnonte.k,es •••ev
et work pureeing. meting ant'
making et the original Maims Is,.
Danvers.
The mewling shoe fecomm of MP -11'
Vera wen, It is eaid he
withoot undue eetiense. and ea -hite
hoot and shim intermit is Messeeme.
settee% now not oti'v net; est. ni 'short
nut en:to:Oise an rbnUsilial •liiiottnt ',/
commercial) prosretity, with a throes,
foreign market than it ewe hail. hes
Mew it is thought pi ohatee that Alsee
exhibition will, It. representative ter
matey me/wet s.
The chief comet rime to which Amer.
lean shoe. are aont are Anserstia,, .
3:Nem& the Weet Indies, Ca pe. Iowa.
"'Rico and Canada.
_ 
I ,
'tow Ia io• rill.
The men who 
-re 'he moot out of I
life Is the one whs, is slwaya lookieg
.op, who; is determined that everything
he does, every investmeet he /reef&
shall leave him a little 'higher up,
Little further on. To learn, therefore,
how to spend for thelaigher ?entitle&
instead of the lower, to that the maul,
apathies, rather thee the animal, map
be developed, is a 'problem that nee
fronts us.--Sucecies.
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This Soldler Woo late from the,
1Cotrear's Fire.
t., "1 was in Chichainnugs park aA.
Aort while ago," raid an old veteran
glibo had heed discussing the reunion
it Memphis, to a New Orleans Times-
temocrat man, "and I was impressedfith the number of old veterans who
hang around the hills that have
Seen made memorable in the coun-
try's history by the fierce battle
that yous fought there in the '60's
There Is something pathetic about it
to we.
"They are typical of the chnrnetet
id the man who followed the far
PAWS III A HORNET'S NEST.
lam of the kAlit cause. But many of
em ere foil of good stories. 'rod I
I One story told roe by an old
nfederate now running a livery
etabbe Chattanooga. He Is fond of
billing it on himself. It area dureug
sue of the prelim:finery skirmishes at
:hickanueuga.
"Tbe federal troops bad remelted
Ibe top of the hill, and th• confeder-
ates had been forced down ma the
other side. They hid behind stump@
et trees, fell over behind logs and
sought other place' of concealment
M their effort to escape Yankee bul-
imia.. 'I fell over behind • log, with
mg him down,' said the Chattanooga
alieryman, 'and I could hear the
• bullets whistling over nay
or burying themselves in the log
which I was hiding.
hugging up close to the log I
shoved my face in a hornet's
post Tb• hornete covered my face
yid head, and I lay there picking
Them off one at • time until I found
an opportunity to escape. Soon after
that I Met a ragged looking soldier,
and he said: "Great goodness, Jim,
what on earth is the matter vvitb
yea* facer I told hem I had shoved
It Into a hornets' nest while dodging
rankest balleta. "Yon must have nut
toyed fearfully." he said. "Hod' I ra
}Idea. "I never expel-mooed • more deo
fiefees feeling In my life," and really
i sever enjoyed anything so much as
did the sting of those hornets."'
rh. old liveryman chuckled over the
story, and no doubt b• really felt
• that the hornets' :wet was a please
*sort under the ercumsteinoes."
FUG ROBS MISTRESS.
4os tate Bash Deeka. Deed. to Vat-
e to Property sod Illoweir4o
Moho a Sod.
Mrs. Elicatieth Fiecknoe, of We.
Metropolitan avenue. Williamsburg,
• $., Y., found some lost bank notes and
dehis of property under peculiar cir-
inualltanom the other day.
Two weeks ago she discovered that
a tin box belonging to her had been
toreibly opened and MO is billa three
reel boons at a property deeds mama
a VIM MISSING PAPERS POUND.
•
• MJs Selenium*, after a vslin searoh,
at the Herbert street p0-
hoe statioa, and said that artily a per
ma well acquainted with bee leremiees
meld home committee the robbery.
The woman has a pet peigdog, which
knows every nook in time house. Pot
several daya peat Mrs. Fleeksos had
noticed that this animal had found a
snug plant to sleep behind a hat reel
In the parlor hall, and when ehe re-
moved the reek to dust ft she found
411O missing bank hooks emd deeds.
There was se trace of the money
sirs. Fledges* called the dog. When
the animal sow *hot she hdid posse..
Owe of the hank bole ant" deeds M
tit Wm* them The pallor are
opinion that the dog has sates
money.
Banta to gee MI. Papa.
The seat of John death Is anrinne
see bib dad, and put this hirer-
SPUUDI PAK'S BUREAU.
BY TOM P. MORQAB.
There is a wreck down at Spooner'i
hous•—• wreck that was formerly a piece
ef blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
In question used to be saluted by his cred
liars as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, in the highest
octave,- now is sorrow and woe in large
quantities and dilapidated bureau tu is
marluibly small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Maythiwer, so Spooner used to proudly as
&ire Unfeeling neigeboes used to borne
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and lot their hop
Ian through your cablioge-patch in wild
and -bristly freedom; so. ',‘e will take theis
Ricers at 50 per cent. disrount.
How the bureau come there was not the
.subject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumph settled over
the happy home. How to-get. it sway sae
what agitated his mind.
fipooner's only daughter, Cycloid., bad,
it least, been so fortunate as to oorral a
fearless being, who made her his wife—and
he was Cyclonia Spooner no longer. It
I. not the purpose of the woter to die
tribute the idea that, but for this Um,
ty attack of matrimony, Mae Spooner would
have become more altitudinoute Far tom,
It! She simply esesed, as a Spooner, to
mates the menu et three deny repasts look
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to re
mark plaintively that woman's mission op
earth was not clearly defined around to.
•VoIX that their daughter had succeeded
is trommitting matrinmay in the tins'
diamlati, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner rooked te
do the proper and appropriate thing. Aft..
much Ceneicular thought, they decided to
present ho- the sacred bureau, arouse
which eiustered weh hallowed moseistions,
tike these indigeame to an aid beanie
robe.
The maned buena we. located he the
woad sfory of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bedroom! Mow is got it down
Miles was the questiss.
The time, mayoral years before, wisest
ingtgos. the drayman, had raised the pos
dooms piece of furniture te the emend
story wisdom by means ef macb rope and
profanity, was still fresh in Spooner's Wel.
Be remembered that Jagyp had massered
tho bureau, which was an esiormousiy do
weloped affair sad tam had measured the
eta eery.
"'Yee wide for the starry," ewes Jaw' wee
diet.
So without any more in.. be had prw
meded to haul it up the side of the Dutia•
sad Istrwines it through • window.
But Spools*: eonaidere himself a peer it,
ibe way el mecentrated think, to any two
tagged drayeam that ever wore a berry ha-
tot for • board and charged OD pieces el
40~ ter carrying a 50-.set trunk we
bloeha. Be knew, without measuring, that
the stairs were wide 'mooch for the be
eau. Ilingkehanded and aloes be attached
the lugubrious piece of furnitare is its sera
mine spars bedroom.
By dint of muck pulling and as Kiel
anmernt of heeling, he succeeded is twee
Oleg it to the head of the stairway, in spite
• the fast that it mooted oserisaally
seek • its dews into. the floor, in es Esser
mined Inert to resist the (limner&
Getting ahead, be carefully lowered the
bureau toward hinmete Tbe amenities eels
ado warred by the trifliag accident el
the drawers *items' out at ewe said the
Sem Moe, and all bet the lame on. kesilelog geese portion of lipmeer's per  mthey fell, a woodea shower, wee him, and
leaded below la the log" et the stair
l imy. The last and ).esvimet drawer do
parted hem the regular order of proceed-
lag tit, wroag aide up, ea • epeisagesbeat shoulders and bowed head. His hold
en the Mayflower hedritiom slipped Lad the
soloed .= 60 forward mem him, the
4. him exaatis fe......th the chis
Down they west, with ao the exeltaaNd
and oiderity that atteed the mange el
hezas, rushing beetle:Lily dewa the eorridon
of time.
Spooner was a trtfli is advance of the
bureau when both altered In Um "jog" si
She Mairwar.
The drawers whisk hal made thAeAlshsete
• few seconds Defers, key in a cegfuesel hale
with all possible corners upward to wet
esese the n,ii h ilarions Spenser.
He landed on all the.. corners and see
era! more that seemed to put in an appear
moo for that occasion only, and the ex
'Stant and vindictive inmese seed spare
• on its heed os his quivering sorperseity
A wild, uaAled yell, or sharp yet es vol
eminoue that it startled the bees out et the
',hammy and brought Mrs. Spooner to the
toot of the stairs.
"06, the precious bureau!" she shrieked
What eh! what has happened to it r'
Pi-meetly • faint vole, piped up from the
eiottoni of the pile where Spooner was do
tag a eoetortios sot beseath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is uninjured as
set," it said, "but I aat mortally wooer%
eel hy this catinet made demon!"
Frightened at the awful condition of ha
wouse, buried beneath • menstein of re
reervelees furniture sad with as Jesuitism
ei his ids, Mrs. Spooner num Is. sadist
roes Presently she returned with weigh
-sew Einar. By his Aron' area, the wreck
4 sitaahood was drawn from beneath the
• militant bedriecon of the Roundheeds
Asether trioasartnn•nt was instituted, and
de homer decision of Jag" the drayeami,is. oindicated. Ti. bureau would go no
teethe. deem the "jog," foe the stairway
Obi ou.di sarrower from these down.
Without • word, but with a eerrible dark
.1st modes depicted ea hie coeO 511drips. and noes several inches out ea unedumb. Spooner, &misted by Kiliar, set is
work to faros the bureau up to the top
d the Moire again This they aucceeded
• amessolishing, is spite of the Puntanical
resistabas of that irebborn orthodox sheetdrawers.
Theo Spooner roll. it ever, sad over,
.nri, with the neigh' .'s aid, he heleaced
t I remota on toe e
With a mile of ai non tiebiltali bey and
•oeuessodic hitch to his pantsldons, slow
y- slipping away frnei the clutches of his
ce rear suspender betton, Spooner meshedthe hareem sow thormohly frightened, out
ward, awl St burtl d through the air like
me Ltate brass nabbed meteor. With
• it leaded on the stone -doorstep,
or° Meeks below, ad was nothing but *
erect of its former graseleur.
Col.' Winslygnese's wadable dog, of the
omehleggol .pdroseisetra, bad, but a mes
mat before. nem ?sawing an overshoe
en Ode doorstop. Now he lay under the
eureatt--oaly a ionise ramie:More a hairy
ersessesopet.
eyelohia get me meddles; present from her
meads fiperer set retbleiteut a shoe*
mia% pe sad aisaMme Seel
41I7ER8 KILL= FOR DREIL I rRisEt FASHION NOTES.
Sow York instors Ohne*. ee Pay
.11.00 ter a Dises Bennie.
as Big Iratm•
John Hendrickson, • breeder id
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cocheoton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
sently found four of his finest young
heifers In the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had en-
tered th• bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest, of partridge, and-
that shots had been heard in the
ricinity 4of the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wound. that
killed them that etory bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed Bribe. He
was seized with the idea that they
bed been mistaken for deer by the
\linters.
Hendrickson wort to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
*Or names and addresses in New
York and after coessiderable difficutty
located them. Be hes just returned
after geeing them, and as • result
of his viatt he In 6500 reeler than
when be went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT RAIDS.
v-. ..a. of enema. ffi. eve,.
«rm.* seeseeserte iseenemeions.
alias Otilloalttos.
Atlanta., a smell tows wrath of
Blooming-ton., Ill., haa in Prank Claw'
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
tame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clewsoa has been a per-
former on the violin since boyhood.
sad hie skill was such that he was in
demand at every country dames in
that part of the country. Several
rears ago he was caught in a bits-
3ed and both hands were so badly
freeman that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his Sel-
ina, days were over, the old haste-sr
wont wag laid away by the owaer.
The old-time longing to bring out
music became toe strong to be re-
sisted, and be eoneelved the unique
ides of playing without hands. He
mode a eontrivance out of heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
sow. The matter of fingering was
more dilitentt, but by hard pracktios
to trained the stump of his left head
to make the aeomeary shifts from
sae gulag So another, sad ti-em pi
Sttias So parttime. With the addle
bald to 11... by his akin and knee.
sad wieh the help of his More:
erma Clis•reon meniage• to pia)
seariy asmoon seams as form-, ie
A POUTITFUL GRANDMA.
gm Debrief oft of lows Rollo.
' OloAmo tbo fl000rd foe the
Noelbwoot.
--
A orsatmetheo a*Ite is the ripcord of
Ora. James P. Carlotoa, sit Iowa Tall&
(a., who stature the distinction of noise
he youngest gr•ntimotImr in the m-
ire northwest. the is hoping to be •
(rest-grandmother by th• time she
a Cl,
Mr and Mrs. Carleton were mar-
ried in Ohio 18 years ago, Mrs. Carletos
aging only 11 year* old when she wee
wooed, won and led to the altar by bee
r•uthful sehoolmate. Lem than twe
rears later, when only IS years of age
ihe became a mother. The tendency
toward early marriages in the Carmel&
*telly was traneinOted to the daugh
•ael two years ago, at the age of 14,
Ore wee married. Last week she he
iame • matter.
Tistil recently :tames P Carleton mem
postmaster at Iowa Fella, but • few
MCP% til• age be •nd his wife removed to
St Paul, Mew, where their daughter
end creptlentiti reeds.
iltecemeeiet 'Few Illepuedttneg the Weiree.
A premising movement Ass been
started is Virginia for the beeett of
the aegre popailation. Th• 16es orign
heated with !Sr. R. E. Jones, of Rieb•
mood, and swoon-el prominent and
wealth negroes are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
RIMS PDAISId. PIMA of ten acres each
will be laid off and upon *soh will
be erected a foor-roomed log cabin
of ridges style These plot. wit! be
sold so esoy installtnents plate to
begrime anxious to better *ewe
selves. They 1011 he given practical
tied ereteneatio Instruction in farm-
ing, an experienced expert from the
inetiteo at Hamptee being entered
ae tea
Plea a Predtaiesup Tuunot.
• bold, remarkable project is re.
wills, *aviation among Russian en
grbeere It is propose-ti to °nostrum
a tunnel wider the main chain of the
Caucessa mountains from a point 40
miles scretO of Vlsetiltavka.s. The ton-
ael will be Ye whiles lcsag and enst
171,000,000. An soon as the Trans-de
hertan railway la linlehad. It is be.
Se-red, Ole Calseasiso tunnel, which
bag the worm wapport Of the e-ar,
'AI be oomineeeed.. Troia • nallitari
sad emainerelal pedal of view the
work will be ef mot impel
-tattoo as
dee only diesel eionumuniceeles with
beirie-Ciatoesia from southern hosed&
In by an eraser, reed 'VW&
Wham to Line.
lichoote toO.
Eine Idea. ta Drees Ornantentathes
is Evidence la the Val-te-Dat•
Osietnnier
A charming etening "coos for/clung tort is of iich miroir satin
veiled es ith either white, gold or col
*red net, allowing a delicate design of
lime or ribbon applique in a floral de
sign. alternating with ruses or cm
mettle:. ‘ewn on in a studied carelree
mess, toys the Brooklyn Eagle.
Som.i ingenious mortal tins
tfuced an effective elty this r•:.: .e '
namely, Idach velvet roses, about the I
cump of tie palm of one's hnud re!•fl:
to applique unto silk, lace or chiffoa
,Thers is 'moven circle in the middle
through which the material can be
dimwit. These roses make the mom
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brieee
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handuome lace
ounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
item, put on very fun and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
•scallops.
At a recent society function In Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
tieeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis rini corsage formed •
flouble-bt easted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decolkte
are a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a bleak velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
sovelty, although unique antO exceed.
ingly beautiful example@ are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have hurred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is gut&
tient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovere of exquisite ornaments
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which I. placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards.
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
is always cut away from beneath tht
lace, which gives it a light effect
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good combination.
It is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man • ways Is
rimy deeds-able.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
Otivatiertftble (Nisch That le F.ibeti,
Binh at Home—an Antique
Oak Stain, Ste.
Few families, whether in tows or
aountry, have sufficient closet upset
In which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
In any ea•e. is to lay them flatly
and smoothly in a box large erooleh
to accommodate them at their ion
length. Seeh a box may be made
It home in such a way as to serve s
louble purpose—that of couch and
-wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of impale t
Id wood. six feet Ion' inches long by
about three feet four Welles wide. eon
he constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difficulty. using round
wire nails, to avoid ,plitting the wood
The cover ebould hove a cross strip
roar each end, and must he firmly
hinged on the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a servir esble cam-
bric or miles-Ia. Then nail • cuehion.
deep end springy, to the too. This
cushion may he made of an old haft
mattress picked to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper size. or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
little expense from so upholsterer. •
Tack an artistle denim or chintz Is
bow plaits all around be bolo and covet
toe top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with • ful: pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening
Have a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it,•nd It is well to
fames a piece of strong tape st each
said to and box, to geoid straining
the hinges.
TI•  pe 'soh pillows end with an at-
gtian ihrooii q.ver.it.e foot, this makes
s roottortehle coati, by day, and eyes
'iy ntotht if necessary
An excellent bail tittle for a country
nous* was evolved not Wog ago by an
loge, Ions girl from tin ordinary un•
in:ed kitchen table without a leaf
'he sewed two inches teems the legs,
then stained the whole with a black
Main, *elide as follows: A few rents'
worth of log wood chips were put in
stone jar, with just enough water tc
eover them, and left to simmer or,
it 4,e for hsl ii d.,v. This liquid
4ppiied to the at od and left to o.
Vinegar in which a number of ruso
nails bad been steeped was then
brushed over, and repeated until the
*hie acquired • good antiqueoak col-
oring. Brass ron•rs were Nen fee
levied on the lee', 0,43 en old-feshion•a
brass handle put on the drawer. which
was stained inside to match the out-
side. and served for holding gloves, do
A scarf of dark Tod leather was fa,.
mord down the mtd.fle of the tablet/ill
brass headed t eek • and, bebold I a real.
ly handsome 'old . )"b table!
A—o-1 •• rota 0
is .
•
Mir CULTURE PLANS
Sweaty Wilson to Encourage De.
volopment of the Industry.
Win Ask C•DIRIVNIP•11 tar 1110,000 see dm
eurreasei the oreateolisare Tem and
laveatigetiun of What Can Re
Deno in Uatted States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
sf ogriuulture, is determined to re-
roe interest in the cultivation of silk
wurine and mulberry trees iu tbt
Malted States, and the sum of /10,000
which he has asked ootegress to give
kiln to develop silk culture in the
United States for a preliminary test
and investigation, will* be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the platting
of ir.ulberry trees and the care of silk
IFOrM11.
If the appropriation asked for to
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on accouut
et the large amount of cheap labor
te be procured there. If the results
In the south are at all satisfactory
t a the men, women and even the
Andrea will be appealed to by the guy
arnment to lend a hand in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk *altar,. The "orb
Is about all done in the spring, sad ii
say plan. carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at bie
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his oonstituents. I think it
likely that I shall eal! upoa Booker
T. W•abington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Task's-es, Am. He is ready there
he take hold of the experiment and
So meek in a short time in educating
the pmple in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
silk eulture can be made a success In
this mantry. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar Industry
would be a secants, but it lea success,
acid the total yield this year will be
800,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ling ezoellent tea plants in this eonn-
try to-day and preparing' tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping -of perspiring cheap labor
apon the leaves. The Yankee can sar-
seount almost any obstacle, and he im
anediately improves almost any ides
or industry be imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
Ealttaii Quivering,. of meopiait Vrges
ansertcen Money tor Use ta
the
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into oorreopeed-
ing acing of the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Chinese laborer. conditioned upon
their engaging in agricultural pursuits
wily thirties their resides** in the tor-
Ater, and their return to their own
errantry epoa ceasing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. M.
°Doper, acting governor of Hawaii, is
his anneal repo -t
The prosperity of the islander, accord.
6g to the acting governor, depends on
the successful and economical produc-
tion of rugs:. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the`tylantere,"
he says. "never hay and peen will In-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor cen be obtained it
meens millions of dollars spent for m•-
sill nery, building materi•le, tools steel
and Iron and other suppliee of Amer
sac manufacture."
Sow Jersey*. Pere Food Law.
What Is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States hoe just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
She New Jersey hoard of health. Un-
der It the office of state dairy cone
saissioner has been abolished and his
&Otos have come under those of the
chief food inspect .r. There will be
• large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
sea come into use for human con-
sumption es food or drink le included
under the law. The inspection will
eves take is canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or In it, they are liable
to come under the ten of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for he
man food.
WONDERFUL BRAM WORE:. '
...7 TISh Vito* the lismortes ad
Clerks tn the Vatted State.
R.ailway Poets] serviom
--
Millions of people are as
aowadays of being tustei tmencialiy,
but an army of DACIA ID ' i.e. employ
of Uncle Sam are burtlemn with
mental practice unheard of, as re-
garde extent, in any other country of
. the world. Things that o .allway
postal clerk must remember eate hi-
tt-eased in such volume tht•t o e would
think '-very cell of Lis hrai:. would
ra the tan- of a r -t office
ir railvea7 ,cornection. 'c won-
der is t. et time cleekhi tnnd ooes not
?alter' under the pressure. iDespite
these facts cases of insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
toys the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21.one
cards (which take the place of letters
.n examinations) with ILD average per
cent, of correct d.stribution of •
Lion over 99 per 0, nt. Ile knew how to
reach that many offices in several
states by the shot test, quickest row..,
and he knew the correct location ot
each office in its slate.
A clerk on the New York and Chi-
cago railway post office must Onow
the correct local:on of every.post
Ace in a group of states made up 'it
Illinois, Iowa, WIaconsin, Indiana.
Minnesota, Sou,, Dakota It i.d Ne-
braska. In these seven states theta
are 12,317 post offeell. Not only Id the
clerk required to be "up" on the gen-
eral scheme, which means the crirro-t
location of the poet offices in each
state, but be most know how to reach
the whole 11.000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk runnier between Chicago
and Minneapelii, underwent no fewer
than 78 examirations in 15 yeure.
learning 13,306 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which meansothat while run-
sting over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. Be must know not only where
every public building and leading mem
rantile house is kosated, but also how1.4) divide the numbers -on • partieu-
tar street so thot be can "tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-lag to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
Len months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent.. In A
siandnationa he came out of nine of
them with a cleare100 per cent. each.
Think of such a task, taking into
conelderation the puzzling 'similarity
of names that are used to designate
post offices! This, too, must be con-
sidered the fact Lest there are bun-
dreds of eases Where in each state is
a post office of the name name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Marne
ilton, six Grants, four Garfield*, fotrGenevaie four Smithvilles, font Spar..
La.- and five Jefferson., and 'to!) on.
In some instances there is a poet ofh
See of the same name in etch of the
seven stated. As one may imagine.
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
DI 00000 es Boob Taieeiry.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now our'
lain that be has disproved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
mon 'cable. Dr. Barney said last
sight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be perforrned would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
Roch's theory.
Prisoners fa ItrIthib ladles Jolla.
No fewer than 587,884 primmer,
were in the prisons of British India
In 18119-1900—an increase of 02.064 I
ever the number for 1891. this
huge total only ft ES were ft lee,
which le a smaller proportion
In 'motet-a munition.
kne Ch.- melon R•oaste-osa-Teneeblea
flat er of C•b• Tribe- /New
uar.i to Pisa.
From a story iii St. Nicholas we
slip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Amen-
Me mountain lion was one of the
Most formidable animals In the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
also ems mime ram ;eon wee me sw
most terribly armed and powerful of
time cat ramily. it wits a compact
mass of bard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bears of Iron, strono
jeers, sharp teetl., and claws like
steel penirnife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quick.
cowered With a mail-coat of loose aka&
that was as tough as leather.- It bed
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
In the school-books of 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would hare
been sorry of they had tackled a full.
grown American mountain lion of
that time. Be was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
been "'rifled down," that was ecolo
the position in which he-fairght best.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully a ored paws fly-ing free, aided by his 'terrible teeth,
and a body so strorg that it could
oat be held in any position—well,
when be was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar-
haunted tropical forests of the ea-
treme south to the home of the
northern ','-inter blizzard; but be at-
tained his greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Merle°. New Mexico and Arizona.;
These animals are no longer wipe
they were., The tourist trf hnnter
to-day cannot ho-de to tins, any o
old-time power or ferocity.
Olipplegs tam Moral
As his children attained
ten King Edward had ewer
eerning them which a
newspapers plotted into
them were handed over
•
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Are You Billious? Personal Mention. Jefterson Torn Up, An Elopement
Have you that tired, worn-out Feel-
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy ,
spells? Do you have shooting pains
in the head, back, arms and legs? Is
your appetite bad? If you have these
symptoms you need a
Bile Capsule
The price is 5 cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Their
value to you cannot be estimated be-
cause they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The
dose is one every 30 days.
Manufaotured only at
McPHERSON't
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and delis,:
toed to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.
Ccr. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
WANT I
COLUMN
FOR RENT—Parlor room (urn-
ished at taoo Jefferson street.
FOR RENT — Two furnished
rooms at 410 South Third street.
Any one waneipet ah engineer, both
electrical and steam, address A. B.,
care this office.
e WANTED—I-tome by single while
lady, in home with small family. Ad-
dress W. C., this office.
se- FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
with:n three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Iritig old phone 613-4.
‘VANTED—Twenty non-union car
penters. Apply to K. D. Sueli, at
Whittemore's office in Fraternity
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L Crice or nry-self. Mrs. L. M.
Biloomfi rid.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling. seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall. hot and cold water, good
out buildittirs, nice yard with shade
trees. Wit 101 on terms to suit pur-
baser. Price reasonable. Apply at
• North Seventh street. New
one No. 630.
inlonak 
Wednesday Morning, Aug. 2, teos.
rimeoo. 
LOCAL NEWS
—Fair with moderale temperature
is the weather prediction for today.
—Mr. and Mrs. George Hannon
have an eight
-pound boy at their
home.
i-111)r. Thomas Moss, of Woodville,
returned home yesterday morning.
• He had been here a day or two on
business winding up his affairs, pre-
paratory to starting for the Philip-
pine islands, be having been appoint-
ed surgeon for the constabulary of
that pdssession.
--About twelve of the public
schools in the county have resumed
for the six months session. The
building in district No. 25 will be
moved from its present location over
towards Clark's river, to be more cen-
trally located.
, —The colored hod carriers' union
is preparing to holid an affair of its
Own on Labor Day at Eureka park,
in Rowlandtown.
--A private telephone line has been
pelt in between the Western Union
telegraph office and Central file de-
partirient station, tor nse when the
telegraph office de.aires to flesh into
the department alarms of fire sent to
the Western Union over the private
fire alarm system they maintain be-
twein headquarters and different fac-
tories over the city.
—Xssistant Storekeeper Ben Evans
of the1. C. shops, has resigned, to go
to Fulton and become assistent ac-
covntant in the office of Superintend-
ent Gaven. He is succeeded here by
Frank Dugan. material clerk in the
master Mechanic's office.
Telephone Confere e Today.
City Solicitor Edwa Puryear
said yesterlday That today, he and
son* Mayor Yeisee would hold heir con-
ited fereoce and- decide what step 
they
t6 shall take towards compelling the
'amaging, Cumberland Telephone company to
OO'ke a franchise from the Iminicipali-
e - iorttiorizing it legally to conduct
-11 ess here. The solicitor has been
ice last week, but reeliined at
ctric Light Notice.
re due and payable at the
Mr. C. W. Watts, of Smithland,
came *nen yesterday and goes back
today.
Mt. W. A. Derrington returned
yesterday from visiting his mothor in
Graves county,
Mi. and Mks. Louis M. Rieke have
returned from attending the Port-
land, Ore, exposition.
'Nfir. Bruce Phillie left yesterday
for a trip down the road.
M. James Utterback returned from
Nashville, Tenn., yesterday morn-
ing.
'Mr. Edwin Wilson, of East St.
LOuris, is. here visiqng his mother,
Mrs. Kate Wilson, of Broadway.
Mr. Gordon Swift, of New Orbeans,
is here for a visit.
Mr. George C. Wallace went to
Atlanta yesterday for a several days'
stay on business.
Mrs. and Mrs. Jerre Malone, of
Hickman, Ky., were in the city yes-
terday.
Mrs. 'Marianna Mayes and Miss
Nellie Stanfiele,.of Sherman, Texas,
are visiting the family of Mr. W. L.
Young, of West Broadway.
Editor L. A. Chandler, of the May-
field Mirror ,,,was bore yesterday.
Mrs. D. °W. Coons and Misses
Clara Ceodman'and Maude Anderson
yesterday went to Graceland Springs,
Ky., for a visit.
Mrs. E. J. Dunn, of Birmingham,
Ky., is visiting her daughter, Mrs. G.
A. Roberts, of Ohio street.
Assisitant Postmaster John G. Fish-
es went to Dixon 'Springs yesterday.
Mr. Archie Enders 'has returned
from, a two weeks' stay in Louisviiire
and ;Henderson.
Mr. F. Genti, of Marion, Ill„ is vis-
iting his brother-in-law, Dispatcher
J. G. Fergueon of the I. C. offices.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton has returned
horn visiting in Ghent, Ky., and goes
to Benton next Sunday to start a re-
vival meeting.
Mr. W. C. Sutherland, of McComb
Coy, Miss., is visiting here.
Mr. Henry Bradley, wife and child.
returned yesterday from Dawson.
'Mr. Harry Atkins, the dry grods
drummer, has returned from a South-
ern trip.
Mr. W. P.-leving grss to Portland.
Oregon, Friday for visit.
Miss Clara Clop' •n, of Smithland,
returned bosne yo•.erday after visit-
ing Miss Bessie Lane.
Misses Ruth and Edith Warfiekl,
of Chattan000a, Tenn., are visiting
their brother. Mr. George. Warfield.
De. King Brooks was in Princeton
yesterday en business.
Miss h'iry White returned from
Eransrfro and Owensboro yesterday.
Mr. H irty Hobey, of Persons, Kan.
is here visitisg his brother, Mr. Will
Hubey, the undertaker.
Mr. J E. Massey, of St. Louis, is
at the Palmer.
Mr. Robert Hays passed through
here y .erilay en route to Little Cy-
press • attend the bedside of his
wife a: ; child, who are ill. He is now
play*. loll with the Hickman, Ky.,
tearn
Mr. l'eter Arlund, of Louisville,
was heo• yesterday on business. He
is the b. promoter.
Miss hl try Scott yesterday went to
velore she will be joined
by Miss frees Sccitt, who is at Daw-
son.
Misses Sad, • and Rebecca Smith
have gone to Dover, Tenn., to visit
the family of Mr Frank Walter.
Mrs. Joseph Lambert, of South
Ninth, has returned from visiting Mrs.
Wm. Duncan, of tlickory Grove.
Miss Jessie Wie(lom, of New Or-
leans, went to Asheville, N. C., yes-
terday to visit, after being the guest
of Miss Frances Wallace here.
Mr. Samuel Skinner went to Smith-
lend and Golconda yesterday.
Prof. C. B. Hatfield returned yes-
teday from Mayfield.
Mrs. A. H. Nunemacher ha re-
turned from visiting in New Albany,
Ind.
Mr. L. W. Hart and wife. of More-
Weise, Mo., are visiting here.
Chief Dispatcher L. Neil, ipf the I.
C., is in Dawson.
Dr. 1). F. Reeder, who has just
graduated from medical college at
Louisville, will arrive tomorrow to
associate hirnaelf- with Dr. Pendley
for the practice of his profession. He
is a brother of Mr. Edgar Reeder,
former circulation manager for the
Register.
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm leaves to-
morrow for Hinson Springs, Tenn.,
to visit her brother, Mr. James H.
Long, mener of the summer resort.
From there *the goes to Nashville,
Claricsville, Louisville and other
places to be gone several months.
Automobile Club.
The Automobile club postponed the
meeting intended for lase evening un-
til tomorrow night, when they meet
at the Commercial club headquarters
on South Fourth street and arrange
for their trip to Cairo next Sunday.
The session was not held last evening
on aceount of a number of members
being absent from the city.
For Sale.
Phoenix bicycle in good condition--
no pint ever broken—for $15. Owner
It ring city. Can be sees at 132
adway.
GAS COMPANY NOW PUTTING
DOWN NEW MAINS
THERE.
;Jailer's Case Cannot Be Appealed
Until Permanent Order is
Granted.
'Pursuant to the permission given
them by the city authorities, the gas
company has commenced tearing up
Jefferson from Third to Sixth streets
to put down neve mains. The old pip-
ing is to be taken up altogether, and
after ;ale new goes down, the city en-
gineer will stipulate whether or not
the gravel used to fill up the holes
is of the proper kind. this, being the
agreement when the street was exca-
vated.
Jailer's Case.
To the court of appeals will he
carried the writ of prohibition Judge
Reed granted, prohibiting the alder-
men from trying the charges filed
against City Jailer Evicts. The mat-
ter cannot be appealed until the fall
term of circuit court and the judge
grants a permanent restraining order.
Temporary order: cannot be • taken
higher.
Fixed His Streets.
Contractor Ed C Terrell stated
yesterday that he had repaired the
bad places in the brick streets he laid
on Fifth, Fourth, Third and Second
streets, according to instructions from
the board of public works, and there
was no further catt-e for complaint.
Destittue Woman.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday gave a tick-
et to Mre. Garner. a destitute white
woman who came here from Johnson-
ville, Tenn. She wanted to go to her
sick husband at Lexington. Tenn.,
and the mayor helped her as far as
Huntingdon.
Not Here Yet.
President George Ingram of the
Nashville bitulithic company has
been expected here for the past few
days to complete signing up the con-
tracts *therein h.! sublets to Robert-
son & Gardner the work of laying
the storm water sewerage underneath
Kentucky avenue. Jeffereon and Sixth.
Seventh and Ninth streets.
City Health Board.
The city board of health did not
meet last night as reporfed in the af-
ternoon papers, because the New Or-
leans yellow fever situation does not
warrant anty'hirvg being done as re-
gards eetsiblisfiing - a quarantine
Body Thrown
Into River
MARVIN JOHNSON LOCKED UP
AT CAIRO ON SERIOUS
CHARGE.
Julian (Frosty) Morgan Skipped Out
While "Trusty" Around City
Jail—Police Notes.
Captain Joe Wood. of the police
force, last night, received a message
over the long distance telephone from
the Cairo authorhies, stating that a
young fellow named Marvin Johnson,
of Trenton, Ky., had been arrested
there and locked up on the charge of
heating up an old man down about
the Halliday House. It was not
known who the aged party was OT
the extent of his wounds. A inesarce
received by The Register stated two
men were beat up and the body of
one thrown into the river where it
was rescued by a fisherman, and also
that it is thought one of the men is
dying. it is claimed that Johnson
passed himself off as an immikration
agent and got into the confidence of
the two others.
Frosty Lit Out.
Julian Morgan, white, has escaped
from the city lockup and thought to
have skipped the country. He was
one of the two fined $too fof assault-
ing Foreman Alex McCarty and Alex
h1cCarty. Jr., of themarine ways be-
cause the two latter continued at
work when the union caulkers went
out on the strike on account of the
caulkers' new agreement that per-
;caulkers' ne wagreement that per-
mitted them to spin their (*en oakum
and not let boys din it as heretofore.
Morgan had been made a "trtilety"
wound the hall and taking advantage
cf the liberties, lit out. George Gar-
vey, the other one fined an equal
amount for participation in the fight,
i2 still doing time.
Officers Subpoenaed.
Yesterday morning Captain Joe
Wood and Driver John Austin, of
the patrol wagon, were subpoenaed to
attend the circuit court at Wickliffit
August 16th at which time comes up
the suit for damages against the Illi-
nois Central railroad, filed by the es-
tate of an old man who lived at Wick-
liffe, but was killed at the' Cairo
Junction o evening by a hot mov-
ing train at kidg Mtn. Captain Wood
t
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COUPLE FROM HICKORY WENT
TO METROPOLIS AND
MARRIED.
Miss Florida Bimipous and
Sheppard Were Wedded by J os-
tice Young Yesterday.
Yesterday Miss Chatman and Mr.
Fuld, of -Hickory, Graves county,
pas-sed through this city en route
home from Metropolis, where they
were married. The bride is the daugh
ter of Mr. Morgan Chatman, of Hick-
ory, while the groom is the son of Mr.
E. Burd. The couple, in; company
kith the young lady's parents, came
hvre Sunday. The elders then return-
ed ;home while the young folks went
on to Metropolis where they were
united. Returning here they then
went on to their home. The bride is
only about fifteen years of age while
the groom is eighteen.
Married by Squire.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Miss Florida Rumpus. of Hayes are-
nue. and M. E. P. ;Sheppard were
united in marriage by Justice Jesse
Young at the lateer's office on Legal
WYSE'.
The bride is a popular and esteemed
seamstress of the .city. while the
groom is; an energetic and industrious
young man of many friend, and ac-
quaintances.
Delightful Social.
Monday evening Mr. and Mrs. W.
R. Jones. of Bridge street. in Me-
chanicsburg, entertained a number of
friends complimentary to Mr. Frank
Bennett. of Livingston county. The
hospitable home was prettily decorat-
ed with a color scheme of green and
yellow. Palms, ferns and smilax be-
ing used with an artistic profusion.
The color hue continued into the
dainty keg and refreshments.
Those there were Mr". Anna L.
Watson, &Es's hfiairde Callen. Miss
Hectic Leonard, Misses Bedell and
Bettie Roach, Miss Bettie Klacklen of
Louisville. Miss. Hortense Thurman.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilde Son, Mr. and Mrs.
Roach. Mr. Frank Bennett. Mr. Rob-
ert Fears, *s. Frank Dugan, Mr
Jesse Thurman, Mr. Will Larriett
of Evansville ited ?Alm. jack
Reception Hours
WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY
AFTERNOONS PUBLIC IS
INVITED.
--
Riverside Hospital Rapidly Filling
Up With Sick People on Account
Of Good Accommodations.
The board of directors for River-
vide hospital at Fourth and Clay
streets have established hours for
public visitors to come to the ineti-
tution and be shown throughout the
Imilding. These hours- are from 2:3o
iintil 4:30 b'cloCk the afternoon of
Wednesday and Sunday of each week.
of course friends can go there at all
hours to see their sick friends, provid-
ed it is deemed advisabel to permit
the ill parties to have callers, but
these hours are for the public recep-
tions. Of course the sick at times in
critical periods are in such a state
that none can see them, and their
family and friends most of all realize
this, but for the general admittance
of the public these times have been
eetabli-bed, and everybody is cor-
dially invited to go to the place and
be shown through same.
The popularity of the institution.
and the great accommodations it af-
fords is attested by the fact that it
rapidly filling up with patients, whori
are the best known people of the
city. The doctors pronounce it the
best place possible for their sick and
everybedy desiring up-to-date • treat-
ment is taking advantage of the con-
veniences afforded.
Mrs. Birchett, the Matron while
the old hospitals was in existence, is
still at the abandoned building on
South Fifth street, but moves from
there the middle of this month, es
it will take lig until then to get
things straightened out for ber to
depart. There is no use for the place
until it is sold, and the authorities
may permit her to reenaig in charge
of same until a deal is made. •
Mr. Gellman Accepts.
To the Democrats of Padu-cale
In response to the call on me to
stand for re-election as councilman
from the First ward I wish to say
that I accept the call and will submit
my name to the voters at the demo-
cratic primary, and if nominated and
elected it wilt be my aim to discharge
my duty to the whole people by doing
my best for Paducah's iftterests.
Respectfully,
FRED GALLMAN.
Juses Barbershop.
During the time of rebuilding of
my aid shop at 1/7 North Fourth
streets I will have all my old crew at-
5•1 Broadway, next door to The Rag-
later office. All patrons ate r.Nuesbed
to call at the latter place for *IA.
FRANK jTjST.
The t and cheapest coal Iry Pads,-
4111101110•••••=110....01111,
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The Beauty 01 Ibis Beer
IS THAT EACH GLASS IS TWICE AS GOOD AND TWICE
AS SATISFYING AS A GLASS OF ORDINARY BEER.
AND YET
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
IS SOLD EVERYWHERE AT THE USUAL PRICE. WHY
NOT DRINK THE BEST BEER BREWED WHEN IT
DOESN'T COST A PENNY MORE' WHY NOT HAVE A
COOL, REFRESHING DRINK OF BELVEDERE RIGHT
NOW?
paducah Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
s furnishings
4a.
Only reliable makes and
best Qualities are admitted
in this department. Below
we quote you special values
in seasonable warm weath-
er wear.
Gents' Nainsook undershirts ancl.
drawers, good quality, each 50c
Gents' Balbriggan undershirts and
drawers, extra value, at 25c
Gents' Summer shirts in white and
colored, good assortment, at 54k and $1
The Norriss collar enables one to
pull the four-in-hand tie to ',the right,
place, price 15c or 2 for 25c.
BEDDING.
Extra value in white quilts in fringed
and hemstitched at $1.00.
Mosquito bars, single beds at $1.25.
Double beds at $1.75 and $3.50.
0
B. Oqilvie & Co:
AGENTSVOIL BUTTERICX PATTI.R.NS1=
Ask Your Grocer
r KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR
The Standard Flour of
The World,
E.G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPIIIC"
IAL ATTENTION TO A CLASS OF GUARANTY
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